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SUMMARY

THE PROBLEM
Aseumptions

This report is the result of a broad para- The technical, economic, and operational
metric study to develop coherent technical, analyses embodied in the study are each predi-
economic, and operational criteria for future cated upon certain assumptions which have
Army helicopter transport systems. This con- been subjected to a preliminary test of validity
cept evolved from an earlier interpretation at a contract "Shredding Session" which took
of Contract Nonr 1340(00) which specified a place at the Office of Naval Research in Wash-
design study of a three ton payload transport ington, D.C., on June 28 and 29, 1955. The
helicopter. It was considered that the para- more important of these assumptions are sum-
metric analysis approach might reveal sig- marized below.
nifivant 'riteria for design optimization, and A. Technical:
should therefore precede specific design 1) Conventional helicopter design prac-
studies. tice, as exemplified by current pro-

ObjeCtiveS duction and prototype helicopters, is

The objectives are: assumed as a general foundation,
I) To establish quantitatiue specifications modified and augmented by antici-

to ser% . its a guide for the time period 1956 pated state of the art improvements
to 1%1. using helicopter types which could only in cases which are non-contro-
becomei production realities within this five versial. and based on thorough analy-
year period. sis rather than intuition.

2 "To ,--talli-h projected indications of the 2) Generalized powerplant characteris-
l,1,iiiti,- ,,f helicopter types with power ap- tics are assumed for each powerplant
pli,,,I at the rolor tips. for which additional type considered, based on state of the
i'-,.lr,-h id ,exchopment prograr, could re- art statistics for existing operational
ti I prm .ti:,n within the time period 1960 types, and conservative estimates for

to 1'7. advanced types in the development
"I T. Ielop generalized design analysis stage.

n,,.rt,,,t, re, i red to fulfill objectives ( 1) and B. EconomLc:

12;. .nd I- -.Xnthe-ize these methods under 1) .4 fixed size of the Army is assumed,

-M",1Fdt4, ,,wce in a report entitled Transport with the result that costs for base es-
lth,,,Pt,,f :in ln,clvis lhthods. for use tablishment, supply, and military

l, ,11.t ,I,,m,.! p4'r,,,;mwl in prelim- training are eliminated from the
Il l :f .1n 11" -i-. study.
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2) Pipeline costs for shipment of heli. NACA atmosphere, out of ground effect, using
copter fleets and spare parts from the normal rated power) from 5000 to 10000 feet
Zone of the Interior to a theatre of are included in the scope of the basic study.
operations arc omitted from the Within the framework of the 1956-1961
study. matrix are included supplementary special

3) Helicopter combat attrition is not studies of the effects of retractable landing
considered in this study, but losses gear, externally carried payload, and hover-
due to operational attrition are ac- ing at extreme operating temperatures at 6000
counted for. feet altitude.

C. Operational:
1) Full gross weight operation is as- The Measure of Effectiveness

sumed for both the outbound and the The military commander in a logistic sup-
inbound trips, ply situation is most concerned with transport

2) A fixed aircraft availability is as- work capacity, defined as ton-miles per hour.
sumed, hence flight utilization is va- However, from the standpoint of the military
ried with design payload in accord. planner, faced with the economic and budge-
ance with cargo loading and unload- tary problems of maintaining an adequate de-
ing time. fense, the cost of this transport work capacity

3) Detailed hourly flight scheduling is is of equal importance. The Measure of Ef-
not considered, since the basic trans- fecti,,eaess E, which forms the comparison cri-
port requirement is assumed to be the terion by which optimum helicopter transport

daily support of military combat systems are selected in this study, combines

elements, the two equally important factors of cost and
work capacity, and is defined as the ratio of

Scope ton-nautical miles per flight hour to the total
The general vehicle type is restricted to the cost per flight hour. This measure is inverted

pure helicopter, relying entirely upon conven- in the graphical presentation of the results,
tional rotors for lift and propulsion in all taking the formi lIE, with dimensions reduced
flight regimes, and arranged either in the to dollars per ton-nautical mile.
single rotor plus tail rotor configuration, or in
the tandem configuration. RtESULTS

Power plant types are restricted to super-

charged aircooled reciprocating engines and Predominant Factors
geared turbine engines for the 1956-1961 time The major determining factor which de-
period, and to tip-mounted ramjets, turbojets, lineates the optimum helicopter transport sys-

and pressure jets for the projected 1960-1970 tem is the misson radiuis of action. The re-
time period. Applications of tip power are re- stilts of the parametric evaluation, without ex-
stricted to the single rotor helicopters. ception, illustrate that the selection of a de-

Design payloads from onc to five tons, de- sign radius of action establishes, for maximum
sign radii of action from 25 to 150 nautical eff-ctiveness, the remaining system parameters

miles, and design hover ceilings (in standard by virtue of the inherent technical, economic,

CONFIDENTIAL
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I IIIII IV

RAD OF ACTIONN
~STANC OM ARMY SUPPI.EO

COM ELEMENT SUPPL MP

Cofgrto Sig n ad.., Single Tanden, 5;.91. Tend... SnlmTn., 00

Payod T., 32 4.3 3.89 . . . . .

w.;h 2Ls)2700 23700 26500 32000 32700 37700 39500

23C 2950 2840 3240 3350 3610 3810 4120
,P. _

G o
WegtL.) 19500 23200 23300 27200 30000 33800 38000 40000

Horsepwr 8 14 00 40 80 380 450 4
Installd 285 314 300 330 357 380 450 38

Payload (Tons) 3.3 4.0 3.6 4.3 3.7 4.2 3.6 3.8

Weght .
~Gros(.6. 20000 23200 24000 27200 32600 14200 42000 42000

ln.fo'lnd 3170 3300 3310 2660 4020 4320 5030 5090
Horse .. er I

NOTE-. All systee.. cr9 gterer gas ts,bin. paweed

FIGURE ONE

and operational restraiunts imposed by the svs- Decision Analysis 1956&1961

teoli. Considering the effect of variation in prob-
A factor of lesser influence oil the optimum able mission radii of action, the factor of pri-

systIni is the design knier ceiling. It is ap. mary influence, the decision analysis, Figure
parent fromi the results of the analysis that One, is presented for a range of values. In-
variation in design hover ceiling between 5000 cluded within the scatter band, indicating the
and 10000 feet. standard altitude. causes no margin of probable error, are the optimum
siifjirant variation in the effectiveness of the helicopter transport systems comprising both
optijnni -ysten. Extremies in hover perform- single and tandem rotor configurations for de-
allce fromi margzinal sea level hioer per- sign hover ceilings between 5000 and 10000
for-iancc to hov-er reilints grreater than 10000) feet. The tabulated valucz emphasize the rela-
fee" bkth re-11it in ralroiv lncreaslnz eo ;t per tive inensitivitv of the measure of effective-

toll nialticld 1111'e. ne- to a decisijon between single and tansdem

CO0 N F I D ENT! A L
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rotors or to a selection of design hover ceiling gross weight than the optimum single rotor
in the range considered. For all systems in- svst rn. The higher payload increases work
cluded in the decision analysis, geared turbine capacity, however, the higher gross weight in-
power plants are clearly mandatory for lowest creases costs proportionately such that negli-
cost per ton-nautical mile. Only the combined gible difference in cost per ton-nautical mile
effects of high design hover ceiling, tempera- exists between the two rotor types.
ture and radius of action produce a situation Decision Analysis 1960-1970
in which reciprocating engine powered heli- Decisions for the advanced time period,
copters become competitive. 1.960 to 1970, represent optimum avenues for

For a selected radius of action, the opti- research and development. This group of tip
mum tandem rotor system displays a higher powered configurations is compared in Figure
payload and correspondingly higher design Two with the configurations of the 1956 to

1956 to 1961 1960 to 1970

Geared Powerplant Tip Powerplants

Single Rotor Tandem Rotor Single Rotor

Recipro Geared Reeipro Geared Ramiets Tip Pressure
cating Turbine cating Turbine Turbolets Jets

4

=j

z
3 I

50< Indicates Best Choces

For Production Procurement
And/Or Research and

Des;gn Hover Development Fundirg
Ce;ng Code

COMPARISON OF GEARED-ENGiNE HEOCOFTERS j1956 TO 1961)
AND TIP-POWERED HELICOPTERS (1960 TO 1970)

FIGURE TWO
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1961 period. Each value of cost per ton- mission radius of action has equal occurrence
nautical mile shown represents the cost at opti- probability, the choice of system therefore
mum design payload and radius of action for can be made between II and III; however,
the configuration. since System 11 displays a lower cost per ton

Tip turbojet and pressure jet systems ap- nautical mile at design point, the total penal-
pear as the best indications of future research ties for off-design point operation will also be
and development funding, with a small su- lower, indicating this system to be the opti-
periority shown by the tip mounted turbojet. mum choice.
The ramjet powered helicopter does not ap- If the various mission radii of action can
pear to be competitive for the transport mis- be assigned varying probabilities of occur-
sion. Optimum radii of action for this con- rence on the basis of operational experience,
figuration are of the order of five to ten nau- the optimum system will be indicated by the
tical miles, and at these radii the cost per ton minimum total of the product of occurrence
nautical mile is prohibitively greater than for probability and mission penalty. By this pro-
tip turbojet or pressure jet systems. cess, if the probability of encountering 100

and 150 nautical mile mission radii is high,
Penalty Analysis the optimum choice of system would shift to

The choice of radius of action, the deter- System III or IV depending upon their relative
mining factor in selecting an optimum heli- occurrence probabilities.
copter system, requires that the military
planner weigh the relative import of many
interrelated factors. Since these factors change
with time, the anticipated mission radii will
change, altering the selection of the helicopter
transport system. Having selected a mission

-- radius on the basis of projected military re- IV i v
quirenients, it is conceivable that the actual - -

military environment at some later date may 1 0 g.o/ 5% 15%
be altered to require a different helicopter -

system. Figure Three shows the penalty in o 5% 0 NgI. 10%

transport effectiveness incurred by selection of
a mission radius of action subsequently shown 10%,. W s.
to be incorrect, and in addition, shows in what
manner this penalty may be minimized. S /5 Ng,. 0

Systenis I or IV, representing design radii
of action of 25 and 150 nautical miles re-
spectively, suffer increasing penalties in effec- APPROXIMATE PENALTY FOR INCORRECT

tivene- as the actual operation diverges from
the dcsign point. However. svsteni, II and
Ill -uffer lower lpcnalties for tho -ame degree
of tlicrgcnre from the design point. If each FiGURE THREE
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Military Force Requirements choices for the given mission radius, and
Military force requiremnents are shown in further, the number of aircraft shown are

Figure FoUr in terms of the number of heli- capable, in each situation, of completing the
copters, iIaintenance personnel, total cost per daily airlift in the same total time.
day and total gallons of fuel required oer day. The table also includes the additional hell-
Force requirements are based on a single in- copters required by operational attrition
fantry division, and a scale-up to larger ele- losses, however these losses are not accounted
nients should be conducted with caution, un- for in the total costs since the costs of opera-
less the same military situation and airlift tional attrition are primarily related to the
requirements exist. overall support between the Zone of the In-

Each of the helicopters listed are optimum terior and the theater of operations.

HOVER HELICOPTER DESIGN OPTIMUM NUMBER NO. OF TOTAL TOTAL ATTRITION
CEILING TYPE RADIUS PAYLOAD OF SHIPS MAINTENANCE COST FUEL REPLACE-

OGE (ALL OF (TONS) REQUIRED PERSONNEL PER DAY PER DAY MENT
STANDARD TURBINE ACTION REQUIRED ($1000/DAY) IGAL!DAY) SHIPS/MO.

DAY POWERED) (N MILES)
(FT)

5000 SINGLE 25 3,2 53 558 54.8 27100 I
ROTOR, 50 3.8 64 723 100.5 45000 I

100 4.2 76 949 225.7 91400 2

150 3.8 123 1612 440.0 159200 2

TANDEM 25 4.3 48 533 55.5 24200 I
ROTOR, 50 4.5 S9 681 100.5 42600 I

100 4.5 84 1040 225.7 92000 2
ISO 4.3 113 1493 406.5 168600 2

7500 SINGLE 25 3.3 52 558 55.5 27900 I

ROTOR 50 3.6 67 756 100.5 46700 I

100 3.7 95 1168 231.8 99600 2
ISO 3.6 127 1680 443.0 182900 3

TANDEM 25 4.2 48 542 56.7 26800 1

ROTOR. 50 4.4 60 705 100.5 458J0 I
00 4.4 85 1082 225 7 99000 2

ISO 4.0 117 1567 431.0 183700 [ 2

10000 SINGLE 25 3.3 52 573 56.1 30250 I
ROTOR, 50 3.6 67 773 106.6 50000 I

100 3.7 96 1770 253.8 109150 2

Se 3.6 127 ! 758 446.0 204200 3

TANDEM 25 4.0 49 548 58.5 30350 I

RCTOR, 50 4.3 61 720 135.3 52000 I
100 4.2 1120 238.0 13100 2
50 3.8 124 '680 465.0 216300 2

NOTE: Based on supply ,.qu;,emh of an isolated infantry
d;o;sion in aseult af a pepared po;.+;or. To-al ton.
nage req.;,ed ;, 610 to,% pe, daV.

FORCE REQUIREMEN-S FOR OPTIMUM

SY. "MS

FIGUE FOUR
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Chapter I

OUTLINE AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A. Statement of the Problem t~ti of generalized design analysis methods

On 18 February 1954, Contract Nonr 1340 which could be used by military procurement
(00) between the office of Naval Research, personnel in preliminary design performance
Air Branch, and Hiller Helicopters was al- and weight estimations.'
tered in its scope and approach to cover a A final objective of the study was to consider
broad study involving the parametric evalua- pure helicopter types of an advanced design
tion of future transport helicopters in Army for the procurement time period 1960 to 1970,
logistic transport missions. for the purpose of providing indications of

Specifically, techniques and criteria for optimum research and development funding
evaluating future helicopter types were de- during the 1956 to 1961 period.
veloped. It is believed that the results of the study

No attempt has been made to postulate the have complied completely with the objectives
pure helicopter as the most efficient short-haul set forth above and that their proper applica-
military airlift vehicle nor has any effort been tion can provide the military planner with a

expended to compare the pure helicopter with valuable management tool in establishing
any other means of transportation. Army transport helicopter procurement over

the period of the next five years.
B. Study Objectives

The primary objectives were to establish C. Basic Assumptions
quantitative specifications for optimum mili- The detailed analysis and therefore the re-
tary helicopter transport systems as a guide to sults of this study are predicated upon certain
Army procurement planning for the time pe- basic assumptions. These assumptions have all
riod 1956 to 1961. In arriving at these objec- been carefully qt'idied as to their validity and
tives, the significant trends of technical, eco- were reviewed in detail during a presentation
nomic and operational parameters on trans- of the preliminary findings of the research, at
port effectiveness were developed and evalu- a military conference in Washington D. C.2

ated. This evaluation was the result of careful The list of these fundamental assumptions is
analysis of many interrelated factors which presented below.
had a direct influence on the system. 1) Gross Weight Operation at all times

A second objective of the study, which by its was assumed. The return airlift was
-cry nature formed a portion of the primary considered equal to the outbound Infan-
objective, was to establish a suitable technique try Division supply requirement.
for the selection of transport helicopter con-
figurations to meet any given specification. ' HHReport Transport Heli,-pter Design Analyis Methods

30 November 1955 Submitted under Contract Nc..r 1340
This objective covered the technical aspects of (00)
the overall problem and dictated the formula- Shre 28 an i 29. 1955

CONFIDENTIAL
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2) Helicopter Fleets Were Assumed Avail- was to assemble a study group made up of a
able When and Where Needed and no staff of specialists in the following fields:
consideration was given to the cost of a) Helicopter Aerodynamic, Performance
shipment of helicopter fleets from the and Powerplant analysis
Zone of the Interior to a theatre of op- b) Helicopter structural design and weights
erations. analysis

3) A Fixed Size of the Army was assumed, c) Aircraft operating cost analysis
with the result that base establishment d) Aircraft operations analysis
and supply costs, and military basic e) Mathematics and computing
training costs were eliminated from the The group made a thorough study of all
study. available technical and operational literature

4) Helicopter Combat Attrition was neg- pertinent to the problem and then proceeded
lected as a component of the problem, to outline the necessary areas of investigation.
however, helicopter operational attri- From this effort, there emerged a complete
tion was taken into consideration. parametric evaluation of the helicopter de-

5) A Fixed Aircraft Availability was as- sign, helicopter operational, helicopter cost
sumed which gave rise to a variation and Army mission requirement parameters
in flight utilization with payload 'e. which would have a material effect on the se-
pending on the time required for load. lection of optimu.n military helicopter trans-
ing and unloading, port systems. For this purpose a measure of

6) Generalized Powerplant Performance effectiveness was developed for quantitative
Characteristics were assumed for all de. comparisons of the various systems.
sign configurations in arriving at opti-
mum decisions, and the penalties in ef 2. Areas of Major Concern
fectivcness brought about by the consid. The following areas of investigation were
eration of actual powerplant ave ilabil- outlined by the group and work on the study
ity within the study time period were has been essentially along the lines of
studied and presented. a) Aerodynamic, Performance and Power-

7) Detailed Hourly Flight Scheduling was plant Studies
not considered. Military Combat Ele- b) Structural and Weight Analysis Studies
ment daily support was considered as c) Direct and Indirect Cost Studies
the basic requirement, and the time of d) Helicopter Operational Problems
day during which the airlift would be e) Military Logistic Supply Dat2: Analysis
delivered at any specific point was ig- The aerodynamic, powerplant and perform-
nored. Loading and unloading times ance studies have been mainly centered around
were accounted for, however, in the ef. the development of suitable performance esii-
fectiveness intasure. mating methods on a dimensionless or at least

a generalized basis. This has led to the estab-
D. Scope of the Study lishment of basic generalized performance
1. Soluion Approach equations.

The initial step in the attack of the problem The structural and weight studies have been

CONFIDENTIAL 2
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CHAPTER I -OUTLINE AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

primarily concerned with the development of in Section B of this chapter, it became neces-
a generalized gross weight equation based on sary to separate them into two categories. The
suitable statistical weight data permitting the first category includes those which could be
determination of gross weight as a function of envisioned for production procuiernent within
all the pertinent design variables, a five year period commencing in 1956. The

Such a generalized system of performance second category includes those which would,
and weight analysis techniques was mandatory in all probability, require considerable re-
before any great number of configuration pos. search and development work before produc-
sibilities could be evaluated on a common ba- tion procurement could be realized. It was felt
sis. that this separation would lend more quantita.

The cost studies were undertaken as a re- tive value to the 1956 to 1961 study and still
quirement of the measure of effectiveness allow a reasonably accurate qualitative evalu-
which was selected. Although the costing ation of optimum helicopter transport systems
analysis work has been extremely broad, the for the ten year period of 1960 to 1970. In ad-
major task has been within the area of main- dition, the results of the 1960 to 1970 study
tenance cost rends. A comprehensive survey give an indication of the areas into which re-
of statistical data was made and a complete search and development funds might be chan-
maintenance cost analysis technique has been neled during the next five years in order to
established together with all the other cost provide optimum helicopter transport sys-
items which enter into the problem. terns during the advanced period. The basic

Helicopter operational studies have includ. study, then, consists of
ed the detail problems of cargo loading and a) Configurations which could reasonably
unloading, externally carried payload and be expected for production procurement
mission flight plan analysis together with the within the next five years augmented
evaluation of ground support personnel re- by a study of
quirements. b) Configuratiuns of an advanced type

The military logistic data involving the op. which might indicate optimum areas for
eration of the transport helicopter in various research and development funding in
situations was also dictated by the se!ected the next five years and point out possible
measure of effectiveness; and consultation optimum production procurement for
with personnel of the U. S. Army in both Pro- the period 1960 to 1970.
curement and Operational roles, has led to
the establishment of certain operational and 4. Design Possibilities Considered
mission requirements, corresponding to vari- Helicopters considered in the basic study
ous military support problems. were limited to reciprocating and geared gas

turbine powerplant types since these represent
3. Procurement Time Schedules the only feasible quantity production within

So many helicopter configurations and heli- the 1956 to 1961 time period. This is the only
copter powerplant systems have been proposed restriction imposed on the basic study.
over the period of the past two or three years, Helicopters considered for the 1960 to 1970
tha! in keeping with the objectives as set forth time period were assumed to be powered by

3 CONFIDENTIAL
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powerplant types presently considered more A IIASIC STUDY BPROJECTED STUDY

radical and less developed; namely, ramjets, Production Procurement Reseach & Development
Production Procurment

In Figure I-1 the complete matrix of design Indication____1960__1970)possibilities considered is presented. Both sin- Design Disk L~oading. Power Loading, Fuel Weight Ratio,

gl6 and tandem rotor configurations have ben AYLOADu Gos sih

considered through design radii of 25.150 tons

nautical miles with a payload span of from one aomme123451'2345
to five tons for both reciprocating and turbine RADIUS OF ACION W \

'powerplants. Three degrees of hovering per- In0 .0215 10 5

formance have also been included in the basic
study matrix. These various possibilities were
processed hog tbe measure of effective- POWER RPLANTr. Je Tr.

ness (see Chapter 11) in order to select the op- *_I
timum systems for the various airlift problems ROTOR CON PIG. Ll

envisioned. i W i Slstl Tandem Single

Since various mission radii were also con- .
sidered, it followed tat lheicoptrdesin "OR CEN kV

tratae lndins gsela tterdsg
load. Theser

a)hi the famisailit of rtrahe landin to, 1rm. pd Ps1bi

L matr~~~~~ni uradd tioni s ti ai na g etn
SeleetRADIUS

pti mum D* OtiasDeig
the ca esy i tere anpoe elfectivss & 1

for varou payload0radius design con
urcaleli ngrad externallycrid

Inad the raetdtud,196 vetgton170 he as-msso.HllstDas
palats ofvls rotor tip poerpstt weree pavesteat-rs

ecd nmaxrm to determine opiu.0 iu einpin niain rmte15
sign point helicopterconfiguration Cforltedadndtoa1961amatrix

vnce perd Thios falad ad despaion.Teprmtr o l eiotrdsg
of fuuM posbehlcpe ypswt h p ogurations~ ohi h ai n rjceanI
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CHAPTER I -OUTLINE AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

study, were selected on the basis of minimum

gross weight, and the technique employed for
enforcing this criterion is discussed in Chapter

I

IC

I
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Chapter II

TRANSPORT SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

A. Military Logistic Transport volved. The route structure will vary, but re-

The problem, as set forth in Chapter I, was mains essentially the same type of operation
initially confined to consideration of the sup- experienced by the local service airlines. A
ply support problem of Army combat ele- circuit must be traversed a given number of
ments. The initial study specifically consid- times per day, depending on the airlift re-
ered the supply support of an Infantry Divi- quirements of various branches of this circuit.
sion. However, final analysis of the problem In a military transport problem, these branches
has indicated that the resulting optimum deci- have various cargo requirements which must
sions are unaffected by the size of the unit re- be fulfilled in accordance with the fleet capa-

quiring support or the support airlift in tons. bility. After initial study, however, it was
Military force requirement data resulting found that the details of route structure and
from optimum decisions and presented in variations in mission flight plans had negligi-
Chapter IX, represent the support of a single ble effect on the effectiveness measure so that
Infantry Division as outlined in Chapter III, various mission problems could be reduced to
but may be linearly scaled for force require- the consideration of airlift tons required and
ment estimates of larger or smaller combat the average trip length between the army sup-
elements providing the airlift tonnage require- ply depot and the combat element supply
ment is linearly scalable. dumps. The major concerns within the prob-

The problem involved the airlift of supplies, lem were, therefore, that of airlift capability
- equipment, and personnel from a base Army or transport work capacity and, a measure of

supply depot to division and regimental sup- effectiveness which would adequately describe
t ply dump units. No consideration was given, the relationship of all the pertinent parame-

however, to the problem of airlifting supplies, lers.
equipment, and troops from a point within an
air base complex of the theatre of operations B. Measure of Effectiveness
to the Army supply depot or of the initial trans- For a parametric analysis of this type, it
portation from the Zone of the Interior to the was necessary to devise some criterion which
theatre of operations. Considerations of this contained the pertinent variables of all corn-

type and scope should be made before an ef- ponents of the problem and which would al-
ficient and well-organized over-all supply pipe low a study of the effects of each of these vari-
line can be realized. ables in such a manner as to arrive at optimum

The problem reduced to a situation which combinations of the parameters. This criterion
was somewhat analogous to the route structure forms the measure of effectiveness, or mathe-

establishment of a commercial airline, depend. matical model by which the best or optimum
ing on the particular piece of geography in- system is determined.

CONFIDENTIAL 6
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The first major problem in establishing this unit of cost expended will tend to minimize at
criterion was to determine the relative impor- some cost value. Tnis merely indicates that,
tance of the various components of the prob- as the work capacity is increased, the expend-

- lem in terms of the frame of mind of the mili- ed cost per unit of work capacity increases
I tary commander or logistics planner. After also, so that at some point consistent with the

considerable deliberation, the criterion of design "state of the art" of the equipment, anI transport work capacity per total invested mil- optimum work capacity is obtained. Beyond
itary dollar appeared as the most likely and this optimum point, the work capacity per unit

most pertinent of effectiveness criteria consid- of cost expended will decrease.
ered. The military commander in a logistic After selecting this criterion, it was possible
supply sitiation is most concerned with trans- to consider the many components of the prob-
port work capacity, defined as ton-miles per lem which required study and analysis. This
hour. However, from the standpoint of the mil- led to a mathematical expression for the meas-
itary planner, faced with the economic and ure of effectiveness in a form which could he
budgetary problems of 'maintaining an ade- most useful in processing the data necessary
quate defense potential, the consideration of to ealuate the problem. The mathematical
the cost for this work capacity is of equal ir- presentation of the measure of effectiveness is
portance. Furthermore, in any type of trans- presented on the following page, together with
port vehicle, the work capacity increase per an explanation of the general areas of concern.

Mission Effectiveness -- Ton Miles Transported/ Total Hour of OperationTotal Military Cost/ Total Hour of Operation

E -Ton Nautical MilesE -Total Military Dollar Expended

The inverted measure takes the form, more commonly accepted, of

l/E Total Military Cost
Ton-Nautical Mile

For an arbitrary route structure having 0 stage lengths, individally designated
by j: 0

Ii1/E= j= F

j=1
Where Cj= Total Military Cost/Hour over the j th stage length
When a single radius or range mission is considered 0 1

and

/E-- pC
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Chapter I I I
COMBAT ELEMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

A. Typical Support Problem tailed terrain features.
I A survey of Army organization and supply The tactical situation was laid out on the

data was undertaken to allow the establish- hypothetical terrain, as shown in Figure III-i,
ment of a typical military supply problem for and the supply network was superimposed,

an infantry division. Based on this hypotheti- showing the supply routes from an Army sup-
cal problem, the measure of effectiveness was ply depot through division to regimental sup-
to be employed to evaluate the various design ply dumps. Regimental supply dumps were

I configurations in their performance of the assumed to be the forward limits of helicopter
stipulated mission, that of complete logistic operation since in the opinion of U. S. Army
support of the division. The objectives of the personnel, fleets of cargo helicopters wouldI survey therefore, were to compile the informa- not be employed continuously in forward
tion necessary to define a hypothetical tactical areas under enemy observation.
situation with a logical deployment of units The tactical situation was assumed to be

i L and having this, to determine the supply re- representative of World War II action, how-
quirements of each unit and the transportation ever, the divisional front was expanded to a
network required to fully maintain t. No at- distance of 30 nautical miles and the combat
tempt was made to arrive at the optimum trans- zone depth to a distance of approximately 75
portation network since the primary objective nautical miles in a further effort to burden the
in establishing the supply problem was to pro. supply system. The classic order of battle was
vide only reasonable estimates of anticipated assumed in which, for a triangular organiza.
supply requirements and route structure. tion, one unit attacks, one unit holds, and one

I Consideration in the survey was therefore unit is in reserve. Referring to Figure II1-1 it
given to the following topics which are further may be seen that the attacking regiment re-
discussed in the folloi*ing paragraphs: enforced by the Reconnaissance Company, two

1) Geography battalions of Artillery and an Engineer Bat-
2) Infantry division organization, equip- talion, draw supplies from point E. The hold-

ment and tactics ing regiment, reenforced by Division Artillery
3) Logistics draw supplies from Point D. A potion of the
The terrain over which the division supply reserve forces, comprised of two infantry bat-

network was to operate was laid out without talion5, regimental headquarters units and
reference to actual geography. This allowed units of division headquarters draw supplies
thr supposition of obstacles in trip length and from point C. The remaining division ele-
flight altitudes which would strain the supply ments, including Ordnance, Engineer, Medi-
lines and eliminated a time consuming search cal, Quartermaster, Tank battalion, Anti-air-
for actual maps that would indicate the de- craft artillery, and one infantry battaliondraw

9 CONFIDENTIAL
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MILITARY HELICOPTER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS -SUMMARY REPORT

supplies from point B. c. Evacuation of casualties and trans-
The following additional assumptions were portation of replacement troops were

made prior to estimating the support require- assumed to be accomplished by the
ments of the division: helicopter fleet.

1) Personnel: 3) Supplies:
The unit to be supplied was an infantry a. It was assumed that initial supply
division with personnel and equipment was in the field.
per FM 101-10', to be maintained at b. Resupply was estimated from the
T/O strength of 18180 men. daily require-nents of an infantry di-

2) Operation: vision in the assault of a prepared
a. The division was attacking a pre- position.

pared position as a part of an advanc- From the preceding data and assumptions,
ing Army front. the tonnage requirement for the hypothetical

b. All supplies including mail were to situation was analyzed and is tabulated in Fig-
be transported by the helicopter sup- ure 111-2. For each class of supply the figure
ply fleet from the Army Supply De- shows the point of origin, destination, and tons
pot, (A), to the combat elements, required per day. In the lower table, the units
Water was to be obtained at point B. supplied and the total number of personnel

FM 101-10 Stag Officers Manual, Organizational, Technical within these units are shown.
and Logistical Data, July 1953.

Definition Type of Supply Point of Origin Supply Required at Pointlons/Day
B C D E

Food Class I A 11.34 9.32 13.79 14.40
Equipment Class II & IV A 14.71 9.63 7.24 13.62
Petrol, Oil Class III A 37.15 13.25 10.37 11.23

Lubrication
Ammunition ClassV A 13.0 30.0 173.0 187.0

Mail A .59 .49 .72 .75

Water B 6.92 10.26 10.70
Personnel A 1.64 2.10 3.47 3.70

Totals 78.43 71.72 218.85 241.40

NUMBER OF 4224 3468 S133 5355
TROOPS

Inf. Bn (I) Div. H.Q. Inf. Regt. Inf. Regt.
Q.M. Co. H.Q. Co. Div. Arty. Engr. Bn
Repl. Co. Med. Dot. (Partial) (Partial)
Ord. Bn Signal Co. Reco Co.

UNITS Tank Bn MP Co. Div. Arty.
SUPPUED Med. Bn Inf. Ret. (Partial)

Engr. Bn (Less I ni

(Partial)
Div. Arty.

(Partial)
Band

111-2 TABLE OF AIRUFT REQUIREMENTS

CONFIDENTIAL 10
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I C HCHAPTER III- COMBAT ELEMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

* I
Data from Figure 111-2 combined with the ure of effectiveness was calculated for the op-

mileage data from Figure III-1, give the daily eration of fleets of the various design config-
ton mile transport requirement for a given urations in performance of the division supply
route segment. This quantity, the product of problem.
the tonnage required at a given point and the The values of cost per ton mile obtained by
mileage flown on the transport mission, is ex- the detailed consideration of routing, various

pressed symbolically in the measure of effec- cruise altitudes and various route segment dis-
tiveness as: tances were found to be negligibly different

T j R j than the cost per ton mile calculated for an av-
in which j refers to a given route segment. erage radius mission or average ton-mile re-
B. Additional Mission Considerations quirement at a single altitude. Consistent with

Helicopter operational factors and tech. this, a series of standard missions were estab-

niques are discussed in Chapter V. Consistent lished within the operational matrix to show

with the assumptions made therein, the meas- a range of ton mile mission requirements.

I
I
I

I
I

I
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Chapter IV

HELICOPTER DESIGN SELECTIONS

A. Scope of the Design Selection A IISIC 37U DY B POJCTED STU DY

The performance and design configuration
matrix shown in Figure IV-1 illustrates the
various combinations for which minimum Design Disk .Loading, P.er Loading, fuel Weight Ratio,

For Minimum Gross Weight
gross weight helicopter design parameters PAYLOAD

were analytically determined. tens I 3 , 21 I7 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 A 5

The parametric analysis technique which
was developed for use in establishing the mini.. AIus ACTIO

mum gross weight designs for each mission- 25 so 100 ISO 25 0 100 150

configuration combination in the matrix is de-
scribed briefly in Section D of this chapter,R PNT
and in greater detail in the Design Analysis ,On eANT Ret Tip P.- Iecp. Tub. Jet Turb. Jet

Methods report.'
It should be noted that tlf.*N basic matrix ROTOR CONPIG.

considered only helicopters with fixed landing Single Tond.. Single

gear, and with payload carried internally.
Furthermore. the general analysis was based M.VE CEILING NA /00
on established "state of the art" cruise speed -M 7 I SO 750 ee e0e
limited by the onset of rotor tip compressibil. ISpeil tdies. boned en bet system.

ity drag rise. Special analyses of the effects o 19:-19,,. to de.terine affeoct o
of retractable landing gear, externally carried Rractabl, o ternlly Carried

payload, and higher cruise speeds (based on L"d & Crui" Sp"ed

the pure assumption that compressibility drag
divergence may be tolerated, provided enough
power is available, and is not a rotor rough-
ness limit) were superimposed upon certain inary design layouts weir made for each pay.
representative designs which evolved from the load, powerplant type, and rotor configura.
basic 1956 to 1961 study. These special stud- tion considered in the 1956 to 1961 study.
ies are discussed in greater detail in sections Fuselage dimensions and arrangements were
which follow. based on either troop seat requirements or the

dimensions of certain military items in the
iB. Trasport felicopter Layout and February 1953 AFF Equipment Data book.

Design Studim
To insure compatibility between cargo, fuse- 1Trmw Hdite~pe Desip AndysiS Methadd HL H. Re.

lage, and rotor dimensions, a series of prelim- port No. 473.6; 30 November 1955.
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I CHAPTER IV - HELICOPTER DESIGN SELECTIONS

In all cases, compatibility and reasonable ap- C. Aerodynamics, Powerplant, andi

pearance were achieved without deviation Weight Critique
from established design practice upon which In a study of this nature, the number of var-
the aerodynamic and weight statistics are im- iables must be kept to a reasonable minimum,

I Iplicitly based in this study. The various typi- and time-consuming attention to minute detail
cal cargo types and dimensions for payload must be avoided wherever possible. While the
categories of one, three, and five tons are sum- "state of the art" of helicopter design has not

j marized in Figure IV-2. crystallized to the extent that it has in fixed-
From the layout design studies, it was con- wing aircraft, there are nevertheless, certain

eluded that rear ramp loading is most feasible practical design limits imposed by aerodynam-
for payload categories of one and two tons, ic, structural and manufacturing technology.
whereas for three to five ton payload categor. Other limits, some manifest and some subtle,
ies either rear or front ramp loading could be are imposed by the general purpose, or mis-
achieved in a reasonable design. sion, for which the machine is to be designed.

H Payload Typical Cargo Width x Height x Length
Category Military Cargo Weight (Ft.)

(Tons) (lbs.)

I IOTroops (S seats each side, facing inward) 2000 6 x S x 8
T-66B2 Rocket Launcher 1270 S7 x 3.9 x 10.9[1I AI 75nm PackHowitzer 1480 4.3 x 3.1 x 10.6
14 Ton Trailer 1050 4.7 x 3.4 x 9.1

3 30*Troops (15 seats each side, facing inward) 6000 6 x S x 16
M29 Cargo Carrier 5277 6 x 6 x 10.S
M2AI 40mm Gun 5850 6 x 6.6 x 22.0
M2A2 105mm Howitzer 5130 5.1 x 5.2 x 17.6
Two MIAI 75mm Pack Howitzers Ammo. 2960 4.3 x 3.1 x 21.2
Generator, Portable 5280 3.0 x S.4 x 8.1
M-38 V4 Ton Truck (Jeep) 3425 4.8 x 4.6 x 11.1

5 (1Troops(13double-seefrows, echside) 10000 9 x 6 x 40
T-78 76mm Gun 8000 5.9 x 5 x 17.8
T-4 90mm Gun 7570 8.3 x S.S x 23.1
M-10 Ammo. Traler 6250 7.2 x 4.9 x 12.5
M-37 % Ton Truck 7800 6.2 x S.3 x 15.4
Four76mmPackHowitzers Ammo. (2ea.side) 5920 8.6 x 3.1 x 21.2
Two M-38 V4 Ton Trucks 6850 4.8 x 4.6 x 22.2

IV-2 CARGO DIMENSIONAL DATA
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MILITARY HELICOPTER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS- SUMMARY REPORT

Therefore, in the initial phase of this study, a speeds up to 120 knots at 5000 ft. altitude.
concerted effort was made to assign fixed val- The one exception mentioned involved a spe-
ues, or standard variations to as many design cial study to investigate the effects of higher
parameters, performance specifications, pow- cruise speeds, up to 130 knots, as discussed in
erplant characteristics, and general dimension- the following paragraph.
al relationships, as could be justified either by Cruise speeds for all design configurations
statistical trends extrapolated into the near fu- in the initial study were selected as the speed
ture, or by preliminary aerodynamic, struc- for maximum miles per pound of fuel, up to
tural, and weight analyses. It is to be expected an assumed tip compressibility drag rise limit
that the ever-advancing "state of the art" may of 120 knots at sea level, decreasing to a limit
prove some of the assumptions in this study to of 111 knots at 5000 feet. These limits corre-
be conservative. However, it is firmly believed spond to an assumed tip drag divergence
that these expected improvements would in no Mach number of .81, for the fixed tip speed
case invalidate the comparative results, nor of 700 ft/sec. Recent indications2 that tip corn-
cause an erroneous indication of the type and pressibility is not a rotor roughness limit and
size of helicopter which should be procured that tip Mach numbers approaching .9 or 1.0
for a given transport mission, within the time can be tolerated provided sufficient power is
period covered, available, led to the inclusion in this study of

Some discussion of the aerodynamic, power- a special analysis of higher cruise speeds up
plant, and structural weight assumptions was to 130 knots at 5000 feet. This analysis was
given in the Interim Report1 of this contract. made for single rotor, geared gas turbine heli-
These considerations are treated in greater de- copters only, as a representative example. As
tail in the following paragraphs, and in Ap- shown in Appendix B, Figure B-2, the retreat-
pendices B, C, and D. ing tip stall limit at 5000 ft. and 130 knots

Rotor tip speed for all helicopters in this forced a reduction in blade loading to 73.7
study was fixed at 700 ft/sec. This afforded lbs/ft2 for this special case.
the best compromise between high rotor and Rotor blade airfoil section profile drag co-
transmission weights at lower tip speeds, and efficient was assigned a standard variation,
high installed power requirements at higher c d = -009 + .3" 2 wheres r is the mean
tip speeds, the latter being magnified by the blade angle of attack. This drag polar is rep-
onset of rotor tip compressibility drag rise at resentative of symmetrical airfoil sections
high forward speeds. A detailed discussion of with thickness ratios of 12 to 18%. The use
rotor tip compressibility phenomenon is given of ether airfoils, such is the "64" series,
in Appendix B. would have negligible overall effect on the

Rotor blade loading was, with one excep- power and weight, and hence on the compara-
tion, set at 87.3 b/It'. This value in combin- tive results.
ation with the selected tip speed gives a rea- Anti-Torque tail rotor dimensions for single
sonably high rotor lift-drag ratio without dan- rotor geared-drive helicopters were set by the
ger of retreating blade tip stall at forward assumption of a tail rotor to main rotor radius

WMilitary Transport ffdicoprer Systems, Interim Report, 2 Unfficia flight test reports of Bell Aircraft Co. and Sikor.
Aims wid Scope. H. H. Report No. 350.0; 1 February 1955. sky Division of United Aircraft Corp.
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CHAPTER IV- HELICOPTER DESIGN SELECTIONS

ratio of .18. The distance between main and correction factor for tandem rotors in the or-
tail rotor hubs was set at 1.23 times the main der of 1.65 times the isolated single rotor in-
rotor radius, giving a constant clearance ratio duced power, at all speeds above best climb
between main and tail rotor blade tips of .05 speed. More detailed discussions of the con-
times the main rotor radius. Tail rotor tip siderations involved in the tandem rotor anal-
speed and hovering blade loading were as- ysis are given in Appendices B and D.
sumed the same as for the main rotor. From Transmission and drive system power loss
these assumptions emerged a standard varia- was assumed to be 3% of total transmitted
tion of tail rotor power in percent of total pow- power, for single rotor shaft-drive helicopters,
er required, versus forward speed. This varia- and 4% of total transmitted power for tan-
tion, showing a tail rotor power of 7.7% in dem rotor shaft-drive helicopters. The higher
hovering and 5% at 120 knots airspeed, is gear loss for the tandems was assumed to ac-
shown in Appendix B, Figure B-3. count for the additional main transmission

Tail rotor dimensions for single rotor tip- and intermediate or right angle gear boxes re-
drive helicopters were set by the assumption quired.
of tail rotor to main rotor radius ratio of .12. Twin engine installations were assumed for
The distance between hubs was set at .75 times all shaft-powered helicopters in this study.
the main rotor radius. These assumptions pro- Reciprocating engine powerplants were as-
vided, in all cases, adequate yaw control, in sumed to be radial, aircooled types super-
accordance with the requirements given in charged to 5000 ft. by single speed gear-driv-
Military Specification MIL-H-8501. A 3% en superchargers and were assigned standard
tail rotor drive system power loss was as- generalized characteristics based on statistics
sumed. From these assumptions emerged a for several operational types. Cooling power
standard tail rotor power variation with for- was assumed to be 5% of normal rated horse-
ward speed, included in Appendix B, Figure power at sea level, decreasing with altitude
B-3, showing a total tail rotor power loss of directly as the density ratio.
2.3% of total power in hover, 4.5% at 60 Geared gas turbine engines were assigned
knots, and 3.3% at 120 knots. standard characteristics based on a mean fair-

Tandem rotor dimensions, tip speed, and ing of statistical data for engines ranging in
blade loading were chosen identical with sin- size from the Continental Artouste to the Alli-
gle rotor configurations, with the additional son T-56.
assumption that the intermeshing rear rotor Tip turboje. engines were assigned standard
overlaps the front rotor by .6 timcs the rotor characteristics based on Packard Motor Car
radius, giving a total distance between hubs of Company estimates'.
1.4 times the rotor radius. Also, the vertical Tip ramjet engines were assigned standard
displacement of the rear rotor above the front
rotor was fixed at .1 times the rotor radius. 'Generalized Pewerplant Choracteriszics for Reciprocating

These relationships, together with the as- Engines Douglas Aircraft Co. 14 October 1947.
sumption that the working disk area of the
overlapped rotors is the projected area, com- MAHcE.pr. D ei e Paar, ed Motor Co.
bined to give an induced power interference 19.rb
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MILITARY HELICOPTER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS -- SUMMARY REPORT

characteristics based on Hiller' and Mar- for A -n- was altered, through a general analy-
quardt unpublished data. sis of landing gear drag to be subtracted,

Pressure jet engine characteristics ' were and external load drag to be added, giving the
based on a pressure ratio of 2.5, the air sup- following modified expressions:
ply provided by a special centrifugal compres- -

sor, driven by geared gas turbines with char- A -rr (external load, fixed gear) - .495 W .47

acteristic identical to those used for direct
shaft power. Pressure jet power was set to per- These relationships are plotted in Appendix
mit cruising without tip burning, and full pow- B, Figure B-5.
er with tip burning up to 3000' F tip burner Disk loading and power loading:
temperature. These two interrelated design parameters re-

Powerplant specific weights for all types mained in the analysis as primary variables
were based on the Thermal Research study' which could not be arbitrarily assigned fixed
modified and augmented where necessary by values, and which would have major influence
Hiller and other source data on ramjets, tip on the empty weight, gross weight, operating
turbojets, and pressure jets. Charts showing cost, and final n'l.: sure of effectiveness. Pre-
power and SFC variation for these various liminary analysis indicated that disk loadings
types of powerplant are presented in Appendix for minimum gross weight might vary any-
C, Figures C-1 and C-2. where from 2 lbs/ft2 to 10 lb/ft2, dependent

Equivalent parasite drag flat plate area upon the design radius of action, payload, and
(A " ) for the helicopters in the general study, power loading. This range of disk loadings was

having fixed landing gear and payload car- therefore covered in the parametric analysis.
ried internally, was based on the statistical Although disk loadings greater than 8 or 10
variation would in all probability result in power-off

Air =.33W.47 autorotational descent rates which are intoler-
ably high, this limitation was not recognized

stablished by the Thermal Research study. since all helicopters in this study are assumed
This variation agrees remarkably well, for to have multi-engine reliability.
gross weights above 5000 lbs., with drag esti- Of the various performance criteria which
mates made by the study group for a wide va- could have been used to establish the design
riety of design configurations. For the special power loading (for example: vertical or max-
studics of the effects of retractable landing imum rate of climb; iop speed; ability to
gear and external load, this basic expression maintain some minimum performance with

one engine out; service ceiling; or hover ceil-
IProposal For the Improvemert of the Ramjet Engine for ongi ou v ceiling or hverfei, -

Helicopter Propulsion; Hiller Report No. 545.3; 30 No- ing) hover ceiling out of ground effect, on a
vember 1954 standard day, using normal rated power,2Pressare Jet Powverplant Considerations; Appended to H.
H. Report No. 47&6, Transport Helicopter Design Analy- proved to he the least unwieldy, and was
sis Methods. 30 November 1955.

"Helicopter Propulsion System Study, Thermal Research therefore chosen as the best common perform-and Engineering Corporation, Con"whoken, Pa.; Sep-
tember 19o5 o ance Imsis for all design configurations. Given

4 lbid. a fixed tip speed, blade loading, and blade
section drag, the hover power required de-
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pands only oil disk loading and air density, other items of the same nature would be neg-
thus the required installed power is directly ligible.
related to, and determined by, the disk load- A second possible source of error inherent
ing and hover ceiling, in the statistical weight data was due to the cri-

Helicopter empty weight analyses were, of terion of hover ceiling. As mentioned previous-
necessity, statistical in nature, based on data ly the design power loadings were determined
for many actual helicopters. The data was ob- by the power required to hover at various alti-
tained from the previously referenced Heli- tudes. In no case however, was the design hov-
copter Propulsion System Study with some er ceiling for a configuration less than 5000
modifications made necessary by the extrapol- ft. Consequently, power plant and drives
ation required by the scope of gross weights weight for a given gross weight was consider-
encompassed in the present study. In addition, ably higher for design configurations included
some of the basic data used by the Thermal Re- in the study than for machines represented by
search and Engineering Corp. in preparing the statistical data, most of which have mar-
the report was obtained and reprocessed by ginal hovering performance. By increasing
the study group in order to obtain a greater the power plant and drives weight in this man-
degree of correlation with latest trends in heli- ner, the probability was ignored that transmis-
copter design "state of the art". Other weight sions and drives specific weights might de-
data, particularly that for tip power plants, crease simply due to design advantages of
were obtained from other sources and analysis larger size, or to improved materials and man.
as mentioned previously. ufacturing techniques.

Since the statistical weight data were de, Considering the sources of possible error,
-rived from helicopters built prior to 192 the only available means of estimating the ac.

there is some question as to the validity of ex. curacy of the weight analysis was that of com-
Jtrapolation. The largest helicopter represent. parison with recent designs. However, obtain.

by statistical weight data was a 35000 ing pertinent weight and performance data for
lbs. gross weight machine, however, gross recent transport designs is complicated first,
weights to 100,000 lbs. were encompassed by by proprietary restrictions imposed by the
the present study. The larger gross weight de- manufacturers, and secondly, if any data is
sign configurations were penalized to a slight obtained, by ignorance of the stage of develop.
extent by the assumption of a fixed percentage ment which it represents. Since performance
of gross weight for certain items of empty and weight data is known to vary considerably
weight. Wherea.t the trend of the "item" in the progress from preliminary design to op.
weight vs. gross weight may be typical for low- erational status, the comparisons were made
er gross weight machines, in some cases the with reservations. H-37 weight data made
"item" is essentially a fixed weight for a given available to the contractor plus unofficial but
mission type regardless of gross weight. For reliable estimates of the operational charac.
example, communications ec ":ipment was as- teristics, were used to estimate the design gross
sumed to have a fixed weight for all configura- weight by methods of this study. For this sin-
tions. The error incurred in empty weight by gle rotor helicopter, it was found that the pre-
using the statistical trends for the weight of dicted gross weight was within 4% of the pub.
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lished design weight. A similar comparison in Appendix D.
was made for tandem rotor helicopters by Hover ceiling:
comparing the YH-16A gross weight with that The selection of hover ceiling for a military
predicted by the study. Although data on the transport helicopter presents a dilemma for
YH-16A did not include hover ceiling, this which there is no simple answer. Recent mili-
was estimated from the published power load- tary helicopter specifications have called for
ing, and it was determined that the published a hover ceiling out of ground effect of 6000
gross weight and the predicted value were in feet at 9507 air temperature (577~ over
close agreement. standard temperature at that altitude) using

Further detail on the methods of weight an. normal rated power. This requirement imposes
alysis and the assumptions made are presented

- 14 1
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2 12

NOh"4 h to"" -10, do. "M~inum Power" is MR;-
fined. os F over standard taty T.Iio-off rating. 1. 1 6S '
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abet Io I IS :P af SI.. 90P at o"Doedq" hover Cniliegs 1
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u.,emeto bet rotor Rmaed Power.
1.iI = 9e ground of .7 a
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IV-1 B*FECT OF AIR ThdPERAURE GROUND EfECT AND POWER ON HOVER
CEILNG wM RECIPROCATIN AND GEM GAS TUR~w* ENGINES.
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a very severe power loss on all jet-type en- feet. The deviations from these design ceilings
gines, as compared with reciprocating engines, when: a) temperature increases; b) ground
Specifically, geared gas turbines, tip turbo- effect is used, and c) maximum power is used,
jets, ramjets, and pressure jets suffer losses are illustrated graphically in Figure IV-3. As
up to 30% of normal rated power on such a noted previously, measures of effectiveness
"hot day", as compared to an approximate were calculated for each of these design con-
5% loss for reciprocating engines. ditions for all configurations. The comparative

A logical approach to the selection of a mil- penalty in measure of effectiveness to be paid
itary hover ceiling requirement would be to in return for higher hover ceiling is shown in
perform a thorough climatic and.geographic Chapter VII.
analysis on a global basis, to develop the prob-
able percent occurrence of extreme tempera. D. Selection of Design Parameters
tures at high altitudes. From such an analysis, The development of a suitable technique
a standard requirement could be determined for the rapid and reasonably accurate estima-
which would provide satisfactory operation tion of minimum gross weight, and design
under the greater percentage of probable con- parameters corresponding thereto, was a nec-
ditions. Such a study, however, was outside of essary work item, and a major task within the
tJ-stppe of this investigation, study. The method which was developed has

in tfe considered opinion of the study group become known at Hiller as the R F Graphical
the use of maximum military take-off power Method of Parametric Analysis.1 The ratio
(1.165 times the normal rated power, for all RF, defined as the ratio of fuel weight to gross
powerplants in this study) should be permitted weight, provides the basic link between the
for hover performance on a "hot day", just as aerodynamic and weight requirements. Given
maximum power is used during overloaded a specified payload, radius-of-action, and hov-
take-off and emergency conditions in fixed- er ceiling, the aerodynamic characteristics de-
wing aircraft operation. It also seems reason- termine the variation in required R F with
able to assume that most, if not all of the hover- gross weight and disk loading, while the empty
ing time for these large transport helicopter weight breakdown and payload determine the
types would occur within the "ground effect", variation in available R F with gross weight
during take-off and landing. It therefore seems and disk loading.
unnecessary to design for extreme conditions, The method of analysis and graphical solu.
the occurrence of which would be the excep. tion is discussed in detail in Appendix E and
tion rather than the rule, in the transport op- illustrated in Figure IV4, from which it can
eration in which hovering time must be kept be seen that singular soluaions for gross
to a minimum for maximum effectiveness. Be- weight, R F, and disk loading are obtained
cause there is no simple solution to this prob- from the intersections of the aerodynamic re-
lem, however, the scope of the design selection quired R F curves with the weight available
matrix (see Figure IV-1, Section A of this R F curves, plotted versus gross weight. Each
chapter) included standard day design hover
ceilings out of ground effect, with normal rat- 'The "R F" Graphical Method of Parametric Analysis for

the levelopment of Optimum Preliminary Design Airrraft.
ed power, of 500 feet, 7500 feet, and 10000 H.11. Report No. 473.8; 21 O-tober, 1955.
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intersection represents a specific helicopter charts show the variation of minimum gross
design, having a given design payload, design weight with radius of action for payloads of

I radius of action, design hover ceiling, and de- 1 to 5 tons, and include curves for the corre-
sign disk loading. By repeating this graphical sponding disk loadings and fuel weights, as
solution procedure for several disk loadings illustrated by the examples in Figure IV-5.
(w) a locus curve of singular solutions is These two examples were chosen to compare
formed, as illustrated. Each locus curve so single rotor and tandem rotor helicopters, each
obtained indicates a minimum gross weight powered by geared gas turbine engines, and
at a particular disk loading and R F, and it is each having a design hover ceiling of 5000
these minimum points which establish the pa- feet on a standard day, out of ground effect,

I rameters for each design type, payload, radius using normal rated power. The design char-
of action, and hover ceiling. acteristics charts for the remaining rotor con-

figurations, powerplant types and hover ceil-
E. Example Design Characteristics Chart ings considered in this study may be found in

For each helicopter design type within the Appendix F.
-. :ly matrix (Figure IV-1), characteristics It may be seen from Figure IV-5 that for
chrts were constructed from the singular so- design payloads of one ton, the gross weights
lutions which were obtained by the method for single rotor helicopters are less than thoseu outlined in the preceding paragraphs. These for tandem rotor helicopters, whereas for pay-

NOTE w i, w 2. w a efc. are Weight "Ava![abe'R F Curves
increasing disk loading( Low Payload ,High Payload •
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loads of two and three tons the gross weights gross weight for a given disk loading. Hence,
are essentially the same for both types, and at high radius of action where fuel weight is
for payloads of four and five tons, the tandem a significant item, minimum gross weight is
rotor helicopters become increasingly lighter achieved by reducing the disk loading. How-
than single rotor helicopters. The gross weight ever, at higher payloads and correspondingly
at which the cross-over occurs, beyond which higher gross weights, the rotor system weight
tandem machines are lighter, appears to be be- becomes rapidly predominant, gnd this is al-
tween 15000 and 20000 pounds. Note also, in leviated by higher disk loadings. This pre-
Figure IV-5, that the disk loading for both dominance of rotor system weight at higher
single and tandem rotor helicopters decreases gross weights is a primary reason why tandem
as radius of action increases, for a constant rotor helicopters can be built lighter than sin-
gross weight; conversely, the disk loading in- gle rotor helicopters above a certain size.
creases as grosh weight increases, for a con- In addition to the information which ap-
stant radius of action. This trend is exhibited pears directly on these charts, additional data
for all helicopter types investigatedi as may may be readily calculated. Rotor diameter
be seen from the charts in Appendix F. It may may be directly calculated from disk loading
be explained primarily by the fact that 1) Per- and gross weight; useful load is the sum of
centage fuel weight is greater for higher disk the payload plus fuel weight plus a constant
loadings, whereas percentage rotor system 600 pound crew weight; and empty weight is
weight is lower, and 2) The percentage rotor simply the gross weight less the useful load.
system weight increases exponentially with
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Chapter V
HELICOPTER OPERATIONAL FACTORS

A. Relationship of Operational Factors of transport effectiveness, this could not in-
to the Measure of Effectiveness fluence the optimum decision.

For a given helicopter design configuration,
the next step of the parametric analysis was to C. Off-Design Point Payload

define a manner in which fleets of these heli- Since the helicopter design configurations
copters would be operated. were operated over various mission radii at

In Chapter III, the various mission consid- full gross weight, they were not at all times op.
erations were outlined and discussed, and in erating at their design payload and radius.
Chapter IV, the considerations leading to the Under these off-design conditions, the aircraft
selection of helicopter design configurations operation was confined to the limits of the pay-
were covered. load radius diagram for each particular con-

It is the purpose of this chapter to summar- figuration. A typical diagram is shown in Fig-
ize the assumed helicopter operational proce- ure V-1.
dures and the various supplementary studies
that were made to gain insight into the opera-
tional factors.

B. Gross Weight Operation Payload-Radius Relationship for
a Given Design Point Helicopter

Initial concepts involved the study of cargo
load factor on the various route structure seg-

ments, particularly in regard to the return
i trips from combat element supply dumps to Design

the Army supply depot. Outbound supply re- poink
0

quirements to the combat element dumps were >- Design
readily established. In the absence of a speci- Pa'oad----uax. Radius

fic return airlift requirement, it was assumed I
that the evacuation of casualties and equ1ip- L-Dsi Radius
ment would be equal to the forward airlift.
The number of aircraft required was de- RADIUS
termined by the outbound airlift and was in-
versely proportional to the design payload and V-I TYPICAL PAYLOAD RADIUWS DIAGRAM

the aircraft utilization. Although differences
between outbound and inbound airlifts would
result in a general reduction in absolute values

2
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Accordingly, where the aircraft was oper- out to depict the helicopter supply of a com-
ated over a stage distance less than its design bat infantry division. These maps incorporat-
radius, additional payload could be carried. ed several route segments over variable dis-
In such cases, the cargo carrying capability tances and terrain altitudes. Analysis of daily
was limited by payload capacity only. Volu- operation required by the maps showed con-
metric cargo limits were not considered. It clusively that the variation in stage length se-
was assumed that the aircraft could be loaded quence and cruise altitude had negligible in-
to its maximum allowable payload for the par- fluence on the measure of effectiveness of any

. ticular route segment involved from the many given helicopter fleet of one particular type

types of cargo available and required for air- and size, when compared to an "average" mis-
lift. sion with a representative mean radius of ac-

Adequate preliminary design layouts were tion and cruise altitude. For this reason a
made, however, to insure that certain sizes and standard mission, stipulating everything ex-

weights of military equipment could be car- cept radius, was selected as illustrated in Fig-
ried in the cargo compartment. This has been ure V-2, and all measures of effectiveness in
covered in detail in Chapter IV. this final report are based on this flight plan.II It should be noted that this mission flight plan
D. Mission Flight Plan Analysis differs slightly from that given for transport

During the initial phases of this study, in- helicopters in Military Specification MIL-C-
tuition as to the importance of certain opera. 5011A, which specifies a climb on course from
tional factors led to the formulation of mission sea level to 5000 ft., whereas the assumption
flight plans which adhered to typical maps laid has been made herein that an average climb

ASSUMPTIONS
IIBoth home base and remote base ground elevation

4000ft.
LStandard NACA atmosphere. 4S° F. at ground eleva-

c tion, 41 ° F. at cruise altitude.
A. Start, warmup, minutes at normal rated I max-

imum continuous I power.
B. Climb IL00 ft., on course, at bast rtate of climb.II '4 to cruise altitude of 500 ft.

D C. Cruise at S00 ft. and best cruise power setting,
to position directly above remote base.

D. Descend to remote Ibase. No distance credit, no
fuel used.

SLeand, step engines, unload outbound cargo, load
ARO, nbend cago, star% warmup, and return to home*--- .-. base in accordance with &boe.
" *Assum~d time for stalrt and wormup:

.... Reciproating engines ................... 2........ minutes
M S R 2. S urbine wgne$ ... ............................ 2minutesRA I RA 3. Prssur is% .................... -...................... 2 minutes

4. rip turbo jets __... -_------......................... 2 minutes
L. Ram. ............................... .- minute

IV-2 MISSION V-Gt P004
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increment of 1000 ft. from 4000 to 5000 ft., indicated for the smaller equipment are due,

is more representative of probable average primarily, to the fact that the equipment is
operation. Certainly, terrain gradients of 5000 utilized in training and reconnaissance opera-

ft. in a very, few miles do exist, but they are tions which exhibit by their very nature, low
probably the geographical exception rather utilization.
than the rple. In any case, the analysis indi- Since no factual data existed on what the

cated that only extreme deviations from this average helicopter utilization for a logistic air-

standard mission flight plan could change the lift problem in a war situation might be, the

optimum decision by a measurable amount. effect of utilization variation for various pay-
load-radius combinations on the military cost

E. Helicopter Fleet Utilization per ton nautical mile was determined and is
aEd Avlbirlt Uiiatn presented in Figure V-3.and Availability Studies

1. Utilization Analysis - _ 1
A study wa- conducted for the purpose of - P = 

[-To

examining the commercial and military heli- R 5 156 N.ML P 5 Tons
copter utilizations exemplified by the past op- .c e atR=I25 Mi. R ISO N.Mi.

eration of presently available equipment. t. s -

It was found that the scheduled commercial R 25 N.Mi.

helicopter air carrier operations within the -

United States were currently averaging 1000 3 - -

to 1200 hours per year; and that this figure .
was limited only by scheduled frequency or
flight hour requirement of the particular car- --

rier. These same carriers felt that with pres- 0 Soo 1000 Isoo 2000 2500

ently available equipment, the present utiliza- UTIuZATION (HRS./YR.)
tions could be doubled if the airlift require V.3 COST/TON N.MI. VS. UTILZATION FOR

VARIOUS DESIGN PAYLOAD RANGE

ment would justify the 100% increase in flight COMBINATIONS

time. • Single rotor helicopters

Utilization data used by military planning Twin geared turbines

and procurement personnel for helicopter -000' design hover ceiling, OGE,

equipment similar to the equipment used by standerd altitude

the above mentioned commercial carriers have
been from 300 hours per year for the smaller The curves of Figure V-3 provided consid-

types to 1200 hours per year for the large car. erable insight into the aircraft utilization ef-

go types. The military utilization figures indi- fect and, as might be intuitively deduced, min-

cated are taken from Army Supply Bulletin imum cost per unit of work capacity is real-

SB 1.1. They apply to initial provisioning and ized as the aircraft utilization is increased.
mobiliration rather than peace time condi- It should be emphasized here, that since a

tions, and are used primarily for budgetary sizable portion of the invested cost in a heli-

purposes. The relatively low utilization figures copter transport system varies inversely with
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the aircraft's utilization, a concerted effort be 3 minutes per ion.
I directed towards realization of maximum fleet Since the time spent in loading and unload-

utilization. Increases in fleet utilization have ing was determinable as K I P where
a direct effect in reducing the number of air- KI = Loading rate in hours per ton of pay-
craft required to meet given airlift require- load
ments and in lowering ton mile cost and there- (Assumed equal to .133 for loading

-* fore, in reducing military budget sizes. More and unloading)
military transport potential and capacity to- and P -- Payload per aircraft per trip in tons
gether with lower total costs are therefore real- and would therefore vary with design config-
ized with increases in transport fleet utiliza- uration, it was necessary to fix either the air-
tions. craft utilization or availability. If the utiliza-

2. Aircraft Availability and Loading Time tion were held constant for all design config-
U It must be stressed that aircraft utilization urations, a variation in aircraft availability

is not synonymous with aircraft availability would follow. On the other hand if the avail-
unless the operation is confined to one in which ability were held constant, a variation in air-
the payload is carried externally where the craft utilization would be enforced. The prac-
loading and unloading time approaches zero. tice adhered to in this research was to fix the
The total aircraft availability can be defined aircraft availability and allow a variation in
as: aircraft utilization.

Availability = Flight utilization + loading 3. Effect of Mission Concept on the Treat.
and unloading time ment of Availability and Utilization

Study was devoted to the topic of loading The consideration of any logistic transport
time and a considerable amount of informa- problem enforces the following identity which
tion was gathered from the scheduled commer- is derived in detail in Appendix A.

U cial fixed-wing carriers in this country, as well
as from the Stanford Research Institute, Men- ./A. (I + Ki P -F)
lo Park, California. The latter has consider-
alile experience in airlift studies, in which Where U = Daily aircraft utilization or flight
loading problems were of maximum impor- time in hours
tance. On the basis of the dath collected, which A = Daily aircraft availability in hours
are representative not only of helicopter opera- KI Ratio of loading time to flight
tion, but also of the loading characteristics of time
many large transport airplanes, loading time This equation enforces the necessity for a vari.
was found to be a linear function of payload ation in U/A with payload when the load is
with a rate of approximately 4 minutes per carried internally. The question of whether U
ton. In the opinion of personnel concerned or A should remain constant was ditermined
with the problems of loading large transport as follows:
aircraft, the adoption of mechanized loading If the military logistic transport mission is
and unloading equipment and self-loading ye- considered as a routine supply problem where-
hicles suitable for use in rough terrain, could in the total hours of operation per day are not
ultimately reduce the loading time to 2.5 or linaited and only a fixed airlift tonnage is re-
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quired, the concept of a fixed utilization is 1.0

reasonable.
If, on the other hand, the mission is assumed L ._

to be one of extreme urgency at a particular .8

time when not only the airlift tonnage require.-

ment must be met, but there is also a limit on A
the time period within a day in which the mis- .6

sion must be accomplished, the concept of a

fixed aircraft availability becomes more real--__ - .4 10

istic.
In the opinion of the study group, the latter

concept more closely defines the probable fu- -0

ture use of transport helicopter fleets and a
fixed aircraft availability was assumed. It
must be pointed out however, that the value for I Mission Radius N. Mi.

this availability has no effect on the selection 0 , 2 3 4 5

of the optimum system. MISSION PAYLOAD (TONS)

The effect of fixed availability on the opti- V.4 EFFECT OF MISSION PAYLOAD AND RADIUS

mum selection is to lower the optimum pay. ON FLIGHT TIME AS A PERCENTAGE OF A
FIXED AVAILABILITY

load from that indicated as best under an as-

sumption of fixed aircraft utilization. In other VIII and IX of this report. Under this assump-

words, a smaller payload aircraft can spend tion, it may be seen that the smaller aircraft

more of its available hours in flight and can operating over larger mission radii realize

therefore deliver more payload per operating flight utilizations in excess of 1200 hours per

hour than a larger vehicle. This is shown clear- year.

ly in Figure V-4. In calculating flight hour costs within the

It can be seen from Figure V-4 that as pay- measure of effectiveness, therefore, utilization

load for a given trip is increased, the flight was determined as a function of payload and

hour percentage of the total available hours radius.

decreases. This merely indicates that larger
aircraft, requiring more time for loading and F. Helicopter Attrition

unloading, will suffer slightly in effectiveness, Combat attriiion was not considered in this

or cost per ton-nautical mile, since their air- study. Normally consideration of this factor

craft utilization will be lower than for smaller will materially affect the optimum system se-

vehicles. This is consistent with a fixed air- lection; however, in the case of the logistic

craft availability or a mission in which mini- support of Army combat elements, the opin-

mum time for accomplishment is required. ion, requested from and advanced by U. S.

The second scale of Figure V-I indicates Army personnel, was that no consideration be

a'ailabilitv in hours to a maximum of 5 hours given to combat attrition, as the aircraft would

per day which is the availability per day as- ldom be operated in close proximity to ac-

simed for the reruhs shown in Chapters VII, tual battle areas. The most forward point of
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operations was assumed to be the regimental aircraft involved have been designed with rel-
supply dump or the equivalent. atively high power loading with the result that

Military opinion, however, did indicate that in cruise operations there are many compo-
operational attrition should be incorporated nents which operate at high percentages of
within the scope of the study. Military heli- their design capabilities. This has brought
copter operations to date have suffered con- about low overhaul periods and a general sus-
siderably from aircraft losses due to causes ceptibility to failure between scheduled over-
other than enemy action, haul periods with a net result of poor in-flight

Most operational losses of transport heli- reliability.
copters can be related to two basic criteria: The aircraft considered in this study, having

1. Pilot technique and training lower design power loadings, cruise at rela-
2. Probability of forced autorotational tively low percentages of their design capa-

landing. bility which would result in increased flight
In the case of the latter, the two factors hav- reliability.

ing predominating influences are probably the These aircraft, being multi-engined in ad-
number of powerplants and the various com- dition to having lower percentage power re-
ponent reliabilities. quirements in flight than those which have

In comparing past helicopter operations been in operation to date, would be expected
with those envisioned in this study, two major to incur lower overall operational losses.
differences in operational attrition factors are The only military operational attrition data
of significance: made available to the study group was not in

1. In operations to date, all of the aircraft detail. It indicated only that past Army heli-
have been single engine types, whereas copter operations exhibited an attrition rate
this research has considered only multi- of 2% per month and these losses could not
engine types. be related to design parameters. Although it

2. In cruise flight average stresses in me- appeared that a reduction in operational at-
chanical components of the helicopters trition rate would seem reasonable, the 2%
in this study are lower than in currently factor was conservatively used in this study.
operational military helicopters. This would have no comparative effect on the

In past military helicopter operations, the optimum selections.
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TRANSPORT SYSTEM COSTING

One of the major study requirements dic- all of the above mentioned direct costs could
tated by the measure of effectiveness was the be written as functions of the basic helicopter
investigation of the various direct and indirect design parameters in such a way that they
cost trends. Very little cost data pertinent to would lend themselves to a parametric an-
the subject of helicopter transport operation alysis where their influence on design para-
was available in any published literature, and meters could be studied and measured.
it was necessary to conduct a broad survey 1. General Costing Assumptions
of the major cost areas. The costs of helicopter shipment to and sup-

ply support in any operational theatre has not
A. Development of Cost Criteria been investigated or considered. It has been

Many definitions can be given for the total assumed that helicopter fleets are available in
expended cost of a military helicopter trans- the proper areas at the proper time. This as-
port system, and more than one break-down sumption would not invalidate the optimum
can be used in separating direct from indirect decision, particularly since no attempt is made
cost expenditures. However, in order to define to compare the. helicopter transport system
the cost problem so that a logical and system- with any other type of airlift or surface trans-
atic approach could be used in gathering portation where equipment shipment cost to
and analyzing cost data, the break-down, any operational theatre might vary consider-
which is shown as Figure VI-1, was initially ably from one type of transport system to an-
estiblished. other. Were. this cost considered, the unit value

Direct costs were defined as those which
were directly related t, helicopter design and
which were functions of its design variables. Total Invested Cost

These included operating costs and procure-
ment and development costs. The indirect costs
were considered as those indirectly related to Dlnm~ohdirectCosts

the helicopter design and which were primari-
ly functions of helicopter and fleet size. These
included such items as training and supply O

costs and base establishment and support cost.
Within the operating cost area, the items of
crew cost, fuel and oil cost, maintenance cost Dreveloment Con ondSupplyCosts
and depreciation cost were defined and inves-
tigated. V.I WmAL COST BREAKDOWN

From previous analyses it was found that
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of effectiveness for a given helicopter airlift 3. Final Elements of Cost
system would decreaLe; but the same effect Finally, then, the elements of cost which
would be observed for all other systems. were considered to be attributable to helicop-

The total costing, then, applies to those costs ter utilization in military transport systems
which are primarily attributable to helicopter were as shown in Figure VI-2
transport establishment and operation and
which reflect the supply of Army combat ele-

Total Invested Cost
ments.
2. Effect of Fixed Size of the Army

During the cost survey, it became evident F_
that the cost criterion should be based on the Maintenance FlightCra Fuel Oil
consideration of a fixed size of the Army. In
this respect certain cost items would be present
in one form or another, regardless of whether Dpcabn Tann eeomn

or not helicopters were utilized in air trans-
port. Therefore it appeared that certain por- VI-2 FINAL COST ELEMENTS

tions of the supply and base establishment cost
need not be considered, since they could not B. Helicopter Maintenance Cost Studies
be attributed to helicopter operation exclusive- The subject of helicopter maintenance costs
ly. presented a problem, since little information

On the advice, therefore, of U. S. Army per- was available in the literature, and since very
sonnel, the consideration of training costs oth- little insight existed in the industry as to the
er than those specifically related to helicopter qualitative measurement of helicopter costs or
operation and maintenance training, together their functional relationships.
with base establishment and supply, were It was necessary therefore, to collect as
dropped. This was consistent with the assump- much maintenance cost data as possible from
tion of a fixed size of the Army, which meant responsible personnel, representing a large

t that preliminary and basic training programs, number of helicopter operators.
required for all military personnel, could not At the present state of development and use
be attributed to the helicopter problem speci- of the military transport helicopter, available
fically. In addition, the problem of supply and Army maintenance cost data appeared some-
support of these personnel could not be consid- what scattered as to source, indefinite in break-
ered as attributable to helicopter operation; down, and, in general, not of sufficient detail
and lastly, the establishment of a helicopter or consistency to be used in predicting trends
base and the indirect supply of the base could or in estimating unit flight hour costs. Military
not be attributed to helicopters alone, sit2'e, co:,t data allowed an estimation of total cost
if helicopters were not employed, some other factors, but it was necessary to utilize commer-
transport scheme would be; and base establish- cial operating cost information in establishing
ment and supply cost of a different nature, hut the trends of cost versus the pertinent vari-
of essentially tae same general magnitude, ables. By using the trends based on commercial
would still be present. data, together with the total cost ratios found
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to exist between commercial total cost and mil- cruise, and this must be determined by the
itary total cost, a reasonable estimate of the technique presented in Appendix G. When a
total maintenance cost was obtained for any total maintenance cost for all the component
given design configuration, groups is required, the equation takes on the

1. Maintenance Cost Breakdown form of
The maintenance cost study was divid-

ed into the consideration of five basic hel-
icopter component groups as follows: -CM T [K K 2 RnW]1.) Rotor Systems 1Mn + Ma

2) Transmission and Drive Systems 0
3) Airframe
4) Engines Based on the data collected, however, this
5) Other refers to a commercial flight hour cost, and

(Radio and Instruments) furthermore, represents 1954 costs. K
Sufficient detail in data was obtained so that 2. Military Cost Level Correction- C M

total maintenance cost could be broken down As mentioned previously, the available data

into these five component groups. It was found on military maintenance costs gave insight
that these component group maintenance costs only to the total cost, and when this was com-
exhibited a linear trend versus component pared with the commercial cost total, a factor
group weight, as shown in Figure VI-3. of 2.5 was indicated, representing the ratio of

In addition, costs for mechanical power military cost to commercial cost.
transmitting components were found to be The factor does not consider the indirect
closely related to the percentage of normal cost of the support of the many maintenance
rated power required in cruise operation of personnel whose direct labor make up the la-
the helicopter. This, in turn, is a function of bor cost portion of the total maintenance cost.
equivalent parasite drag area per lb. of gross It does not, therefore, include the cost of feed.
weight, design disk loading, cruise speed, and ing, clothing and housing helicopter mainten-
design power loading. A presentation of actual ance personneL These factors are very often
maintenance cost trends can be found in Ap
pendix G. %NRP 3

Referring to Figure VI-3, it may be seen o 0
that the maintenance cost of any component 'S % NRP2

group may be expressed as follows:
where CMn KIMn + KZ M n RnW K1 % NRP

R the component group weight to K 2E I

gross weight ratio 0M0

and -

W = helicopter design gross weight. W s

The constant K 2 M is a function of the
percent normal rated power required for VYI3 TYMCAL COMPONEN COST RPJNClON
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included, but under the assumption of the fixed the cost survey was based on those aircraft
size of the Army, cannot be specifically at- which are currently operational. This meant
tributed to helicopter operation. that the component group weight range to

Intuitively, the factor of 2.5 might well be which the data applied was relatively small in
expected, since the over-all complexity of mil- comparison to the weight ranges necessitated
itary supply support systems are, of necessity, by the design configurations involved. For this
considerably more complicated than those reason, an appreciable extrapolation of the
found in similar commercial operations. statistical cost data was necessary to predict
3. Price Index Level Correction - K p I maintenance cost of helicopters with empty

Since the maintenance cost data collected weights approaching 70,000 pounds. The
was representative, on an average, of 1953 linearity of this extrapolation was based on

' data, and since other costs collected for this the correlation of the collected data, together
study were representative of other time peri- with the history provided by the scheduled

i I ods, a price index correction was developed fixed wing carriers whose experiences over the
which would allow the adjustment of all costs years have indicated a linear relationship of
to the mean time period of the study, mid- maintenance cost with component systemi •1958. All costs used in the study, then, are weight.
based on the extrapolated value for mid-1958 Actual tandem helicopter maintenance costs
dollar. are not reflected in the statistical cost informa-

Considering the price index factor, together tion. To date, there have been no tandem con-

with the military cost level correction, the figurations used in commercial helicopter op-
equation for total maintenance cost takes on erations, and since the maintenance cost trends
the form shown below, were based on commercial operators' sta-
CMT- tistical data they do not indicate whether a

1 difference in unit ffight-hour cost per pound
KpKMn+ K n Rn of component weight would exist between

single rotor and tandem rotor configurations.

For the many helicopters considered within Military cost data' was ex, -nined in an ef-
the scope of this research, the ratio R n was de- fort to settle this problem L,, wap found to be
termined analytically as well as the value of inconclusive since the data for only one tan-
minimum gross weight for the particular pay- dem rotor type was represented.
load.range combination being considered. Fixed wing and helicopter air carrier per-
This, together with the analytical determina- sonnel were also questioned regarding their
tion of tbcse factors influencing percent nor- intuition on the problem of possible difference
mal rated power used in cruise operation, al- between tandem and single rotor unit costs
lowed the calculation of total maintenance per pound of component weight. Most replies
cost for any helicopter design configuration evidenced a general feeling that the unif cost
within the scope of the study. per pound of component weight for groups
4. Scope of the Maintenance Cost Data

The statistical cost information gathered Costs Project 9-72M Y-( !, Juwy, 1955-Army Aviation Div.

from the helicopter operators contacted during TRADCOM Fort Eustis. Virginia.
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having a multiple installation of engines, the multiple installation maintenance cost
rotors or transmissions, would be higher. The factor, should future operations prove its ex-
following intuitive analysis was offered by one istence, a selected group of helicopter con.
of the air carrier personnel contacted and was figurations were processed through the meas-
substantiated by others: ure of effectiveness with their maintenance

a) Material costs, whether for single or costs altered to include the factor. The trends
multiple installations of engines, rotors and in military cost per ton nautical mile for this
transmissions, would be directly proportional consideration are compared to those without
to the total component weight and would there. the factor included, in Figure VI-4.
fore be adequately predicted by the trends of
material cost v3. component weight developed For3 Ton Payload

from single rotor configuration statistical data. Tandem Rotor

b) Labor costs would be directly propor- 3 Turbine Powered

tional to the number of installations for any Helicopters ,

one component group, such that doubling the * . - "
number of installations would be accompanied 2 '7'2
by an 80% increase in labor cost. z I

For equal component group weight in a -uinle Roeor

tandem and single rotor machine then, the T eicopters

material costs would be identical but labor I -,-1- 4

costs for transmissions and rotors in the tan- Maint. Costs SUsed in teudyl

dem would be 1.8 times the labor costs for --.. Malnt'Cots ShiftedontheMultleInstallation Assumption
these component groups in the single rotor t I I I
machine. This would also mean an 80% in- so o100 S

crease in engine labor cost for the single rotor DESIGN RADIUS OF ACTION
configurations having twin engines rather than VI.4 EFFECT OF MULTIPLE INSTALLATION
a single powerplant. This 80% factor how- MAINTENANCE COST INCREASE ON TOTAL

ever, does not represent a statistical survey of MILITARY COST PER TON.N.MI.

data but merely reflects the intuition of person-
nel contacted. As may be seen from Figure VI-4, the effect

Since the sur ey resulted in no statistical on engine maintenance cost alone for the singli,
justification of an increase in tandem rotor rotor configuration was negligible. The corn-
configuration unit maintenance costs over the bined effect however, of the multiple instal.
single rotor configuration unit costs, they were lation maintenance cost factor on engines,
assumed to be identical in calculating the re- rotor systems and transmissions and mechan.
suits presented in chapters VII, VIII and IX. ical drives systems of tandem configurations,
It was felt by the stud7 group that pure in- accounted for an average increase in total cost
tuition, regardless of its source or support, per ton nautical mile of about 25%. If the
should not be used in the optimum systems multiple installation maintenance cost increase
evaluation, of 80% on labor cost were completely ac-

However. in order to estimate the effect of curate and statistically justifiable, the data
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presented in Figure VI-4 would have elim. Component Dollars/Lb.

mated any further consideration of tandem Srstem (K p I)
rotor types for the logistic support of army

combat elements. n C UIIAirrame $34.50

C. Helicopter Component Depreciation

Cost An.alysis Rotor

In devising a suitable method for determin- System $28.50
TransmissSon and$43.10ing depreciation of first and spare parts cost Mch. rves Sysem $31J fl write-off, a number of commercial operators

in the United States were contacted, and it was Reciprocating $20.00
found that the differences between methods ShaftTurbines W.00

|| Iiused were related to the particular operator's A _____''" h _ue_.

II organizational structure, financial situation Tip Turbines $50.00

and tax problems.
, Enough basic information was obtained Remioet $22.00

however, so that the results of the depreciation Other $17.25
cost study could be based on a rational ap- (Radio & Instruments) $17.25H proach. Thus, the technique was applicable to
any military helicopter operation. The cost 'I.s COMPONENT GROUP UNT FIRST COSTS
data was obtained from several manufactur-
ers, and comprised both total aircraft first cost 1.o

and spares cost. The study was confined to ro-
tary wing manufacturers for the establishment
of present price levels for various component ,.0_
types, but fixed-wing manufacturers' data was
used in the determination of some price trends
with aircraft component size or weight. 1.00 --

1. Component System Break-down K Is
As in the maintenance cost analysis, the hel-

icopter was broken down into the same five .90
component groups and the per pound unit
costs were established, assuming as a base the
production run of 200 aircraft. These unit .90
costs are shown in Figure VI-5.
2. Production Quantity Correction

In order to allow the adjustment of the unit .0 .........
cost for production quantity, the production
quantity unit cost correction factor was devel- NS -No. Ships Procured

oped and is presented in Figure V1-6. V" PRODUCTION QUANTITY CORRECTvON
FACNOR
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As may be noted from the measure of effective- K R = residual constant ( 1 minus the
ness, no term representing the number of air- fractional residual value at the
craft required appears directly. What is indi- end of the depreciation period)
cated by the measurement of effectiveness is Dp = Depreciation period (years)
the total number of helicopter flight hours for U = yearly average aircraft utiliza-
any particular configuration to meet the re- tion (hours per year)
quirement. When this has been determined Upon advice from Army sources, a depre-
and a suitable average aircraft utilization fig- ciation period of five years was considered as
ure is employed, the number of aircraft re- typical of a military write-off time. This peri-
quired becomes known. It may be seen, there- od was assumed for all component groups.
fore, that for the number of production units In view of the fact that a good number of ob-
to be accurately defined, K p must be obtained solete military aircraft are sold on the Gov-
through an iterative process. However, Kp , ernmeni surplus market, a conservative re-
as presented herein, is based on a single source sidual value of 5 percent of the initial cost
of production. If a second source of produc- was assumed for all component groups. This
tion is considered when the number of aircraft gave a residual constant value of KR = .95.
required is in excess of the value used in the The preceding equation can be rewritten in
initial determination of K p, the entire situa- the form:
tion changes; and the K p value corresponding C D KR Cun Rn W
to the second source of production must reflect D p U

the second source production quantity. where the term R n W is the component group
In the processing of cost data however, for weight in terms of the component group

all of the design configurations within the scope weight to gross weight ratio, as in the main-
of the study, it was found that percentage- tenance cost analysis.
wise, the -effect of successive approximations 3. Spares Cost Write-Oft
on K p was negligible. The effect, therefore, The write-off cost of all spares must also be
on the measure of effectiveness or the selection included in the depreciation cost before the
of optimum systems was negligible. The actual total depreciation costs have been covered.
practice was to employ an average value of The number of spare parts required to sup-

K p for a production quantity of 200 aircraft port any helicopter operation is a function of
for all design considerations. the following three variables:

The depreciation cost write-off for a basic 1) Aircraft utilization
component system was expressed as follows: 2) Scheduled overhaul period

3) Time factor for a component to be

CD KR u Wn shipped to an overhaul base, over-
DpU hauled, and returned to stock.

For preliminary budgetary purposes, U. S.
where Cu n = component group unit first cost Army sources advised the following formula

(dollars per lb.) for the determination of spare parts require-
Wn =component group weight (lbs.) ment:
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tTn U/12 2) Transmission and mechanical drives,
OHPn determined from techniques developed

in maintenance cost study
3) Rotor system - 1000 hours

n - average number of component 4) Airframe - 8000 hours
group spares per aircraft 5) Other - 1000 hours

tTn -- average component group turn- Some of these values were selected arbi-
around time (months) trarily, but no effect on the optimum transport

U = average aircraft utilization system selection could be attributed to this
(flight hours per year) choice, since all aircraft within the scope of

0 H Pn= average overhaul period of parts the study were treated on exactly the same ba-
within a particular component sis.
group (flight hours) The final equation presenting the complete

II first and spares cost depreciation for an entire
An average three-month turn-around time helicopter is given by the following relation-

was assumed, and when the spares cost write- ship:
off was combined with the first cost write-off,
the equation for total depreciation cost for any .19 Kp KpI
component group took on the form: CDT= U X

SCn.19 KpKpI XCun Rn W I + 4UH~
CDn - jUpp 4 XOHPn

where the summation from i to n allows the
un Rn W I+ compilation of the first and spares cost write-

off on all component groups.
The data needed in the above equation was

It may be seen that the above equation ac- determined from the design analysis tech-
counts for the production quantity correction, niques for any configuration within the scope
as well as the price index adjustment men- of the study.
tioned in the maintenance cost discussion.
4. Overhaul Period Estimation D. Fuel and Oil Costs

Based on techniques developed in the main- A study of fuel and oil costs, based on bulk
tenance cost study and on the advice of both sales to the U. S., within the continental lim-
commercial and military operators, the fol- its, was carried out for the various power plant
lowing overhaul periods were. used for the pur- types.
poses of obtaining estimates on required For a particular mission, stage distance, or
spares support: route segment, the total flight hour fuel and

1) Engines, determined from techniques oil costs were expressed by the following equa-
developed in maintenance cost study tion:
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r F W where C C A is the total annual crew cost and
Ctf= K p tj U c is the assumed average flight crew utili-

zation (yearly).

where Crew utilizations of 1000 hours per year
K P I = the price index adjustment factor were assumed for all helicopters within the

mentioned previously under scope of the study. This amounts to less than
maintenance and depreciation costs 3 flight hours per day, and is believed to be
to bring the collected price inform - realistic for an actual military operation. It
ation to te level of the mid-point of is further justified by the experience of the
the study. Military Air Transport Service in operation

r F - fuel weight to gross weight ratio to of large fixed-wing transport aircraft, which
meet the range requirement of any has experienced the same value. Using these
j th segment within a given route figures, a crew cost of $15.37 per flight hour
structure. was considered for all configurations.

K f o " equivalent cost per lb. of both fuel
and oil. F. Development Cost

t j =total block time to cover the j th seg - The development cost study, which utilized
ment of any given :oute structure. available helicopter development costs as a

basis for establishing a level and fixed wing
cost data for establishing the trend with weight,
was made in an effort to obtain quantitative in-

The fuel and oil cost can be converted to a formation which could be related to the air-
slightly different form, making use of block craft's design parameters.
speed: but for purposes of detailed analysis of Shown in Figure VI-7 is a plot of total de-

fuel and oil costs, the equation above is more velopment costs of airframes, including pro-
useful when the operation consists of many duction engineering, tooling, manufacturing
route segments.

E. Crew Codts .- 30 , - -

The flight crews on all helicopters consid- C- .20 Tip turbojft Engines[ -

ered within the scope of the study were as- 0 + - - -

sumed to consist of:___:1
W/O Pilot + m- E,,htj --

W/O Co-pilot CL -

W/O Flight Engineer 2 _ _

Using the average annual pay scales for I ,-. j[
this grade, the expression for crew cost was Al 2simply u-2 4 6 8 0 20o30 SO 100

Weight Empty Less Engines- 1000 Lb.

K(p) (- Rfi)W
CFC= K P-' - CCA.7 DEVELOPMENT COSTS
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and ten percent profit, with the engine devel- maintenance training, student pay, fuels, ii'-
opment costs for ramjets and tip turbojets also structors, direct cost of supervisors, training
indicated, aids, and a proportionate amount of the indi.

Engine manufacturers' data indicates that rect costs chargeable to the training program.

the development costs for tip turbojet or ram- The flight crew was assumed to consist of a
jet engine power plants of the size applicable pilot, co-pilot and flight engineer for all heli-
to configurations within the scope of this study copters considered. Flight engineer training
are essentially constant with engine weight. costs were assumed to be twice that of mechan-
The airframe development cost data is plotted ic training costs, in the absence of specific in-
versus the basic weight empty less engine formation for this category. This gave a total
weight. flight crew training cost of approximately

The equation representing the airframe de- $80,000.00.
velopment costs can be written in the form: For the calculation of mechanic training

costs, the number of mechanics per aircraft
KD KPI Ee was based on the curve of Figure VI-8 which

CKdv K P UNS 0-RENJW was derived from commercial helicopter op-

erators' data, and includes the total depot ov-
This equation puts the development cost on erhaul mainteihance support as well as line

an average flight hour basis, and, as may be and second echelon maintenance on all com-
seen, the price index correction has again been ponents.
applied. Development cost data, presented in
the curve, is indicative of 1954 prices, and,
therefore, was adjusted to the midpoint of the
study. 20--

P = write-off period (assumed five" I- - - -

years)16
U = aircraft average utilization 1_01

(flight hours per year -

N -- number of ships procured. 12 -

I0

The same procedure as mentioned in the de-s - - --/-
preciation cost analysis discussion with re- 6
gard to the production quantity adjustment <
factor was applied in selecting the proper val- 4 -

ucof N9 2

G. Training Costs z o
0 20 40 60 80 100

Military- training cost data indicated heli-
copter pilot training cost to be $36,000, and WEIGHT EMTY(WE )-Io0 LUS.

jhelicoper mechanic training costs of $3900. YI-8 EFFECT OF HELICOPTER EMPTY WEIGHT ON
TOTAL NUMBER OF MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

These costs include field and organizational REQUIRED PER HELICOPTER
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The equation used for predicting total train- Although the factor K c t has been bhown
ing cost on a flight hour basis was: previously as a cost scale up factor, military

maintenance and manpower statistics have in-
CT F K C dicated the justification-of its application to

T LTFC K T M NPS I labor hours and manpower as well. The factor
Where K c M was therefore included to allow for the

C T FC - Flight crew training cost in dollars additional mechanics in training together with
($80,000.00) rear base and Zone of the Interior maintenance

K c M - Military cost correction factor supply and support personnel.
(2.5) For the purposes of this study, the service

C T M= Mechanic training cost period was assumed as four years, which is in
($3900.00) excess of the average now realized. Although

N u = Number of mechanics per aircraft the flight hour training cost is sensitive to the
P = Average service period of the period of service, it must be emphasized that

flight crew and maintenance per- the training cost formed only a small portion
sonnel (years) of the total cost for all configurations.

U - Aircraft utilization (hours/year)
K P1 = Price index correction factor
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Chapter VII

EVALUATION - 1956 to 1961

A. Data Proeessing component group weights were by far the most

The basic results derived from the para- predominant, through their influence on main-

metric evaluation of the helicopter configura- tenance cost, which was in all cases the largest
tions considered to be production possibilities single cost factor.
in the time period 1956 to 1961 are presented Consideration of the flight hours per aVail-
in this chapter. This section of the chapter pre- able hour led to the selection of yearly heli-
sents a brief outline of the steps involved in copter utilizations depending upon the load-
evaluating the cost per ton-nautical mile, I1E, ing time (a function of design payload), as
for each of these configurations. The identical discussed in Chapter V. As noted therein, the
procedure was used in the evaluation of tip- total daily availability was assumed to be 5
powered helicopters considered as near-future hours, or 1825 horrs yearly, and the utiliza-
possibilities for the time period 1960 to 1970. tion was computed as the difference between

I I The point of departure for the processing of the available hours and the total time spent in
the final data is represented by the design loading and unloading payload. This utiliza-
characteristics charts (Chapter IV and Appen- tion was then used as the basis in computing
dix F). From these charts, the minimum de- the total cost per flight-hour.
sign gross weight and corresponding disk load. Variations of this technique were used to
ing and fuel weight were obtained for each evaluate the effects of off-desiga operation
combination of design radius-of-action and (i.e. full gross weight operation, but at differ-
design payload, ent payloads and radii-of-action than those for

The major task involved in processing the which the helicopter is designed), and the ef-
data, as may be seen by inspection of the el- fects of externally carried payload. For these

fectiveness equation (Chapter 1I), was the cal- special analyses, the affected terms in the
culation of the total flight-hour cost for each measure of effectiveness equation were modi-
configuration. In addition to the primary de- fled as required. For the analysis of off-design
sign characteristics data, the total flight-hour operation, the modification involved 1) the
cost computation involved the tabulation of: computation of the incremental fuel weight,
cruise speed, average rate-of-climb, fuel con- positive or negative as radius of action was in-
sumption rate in cruise, percent normal iated creased or decreased from the "design point",
power setting in cruise, and the component and 2) the addition of this increment to the de-
group weight ratios of the rotors, airframe, sign payload. For increased radius of action,
engines, transmissions and drives, awl "oth- allowance was made for auxiliary fuel tank
er" (radio and instruments). Of these factors weight. Flight-hour cost for the off-design op.
which influenced the total cost per flight.hour, erations were assumed to remain unchanged,
the percent power setting in cruise and the as analysis showed the attendant changes in
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fuel cost to be a negligible percentage of total
cost. For the analysis of externally carried
payload, the modification involved 1) the re- z
duction of the block speed due to the higher 

D

S F 1 OGE. std. alt. I

drag, 2) the reduction of payload due to the 2 4 ---.
higher fuel consumption rate and hence higher L- 7

fuel weight for a given radius of action, and 3

3) the reduction of the flight-hour cost due to 2 2 --- 1
the elimination of time lost in loading and un- <
loading payload, resulting in higher utili-zation. 0 ° ' ° ' ° s'°1

zto.0 25 50 75 100 125 150 .
B. Transport Effectiveness Trends, DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.)
Basic Study, 1956-1961 VlI.I PAYLOAD FOR MINIMUM COST/TON N.MI.

The basic study results showed, as expected, VS. DESIGN RADIUS FOR VARIOUS

that there is a different optimum design pay- HOVERCEILINGS
load (the optimum being that value which pro- • Single r to helicopter

duces maximum effectiveness, or minimum -Twin reciprocating engines J

cost per ton-nautical mile, l/E) at each de-
sign radius of action. Figures VII-1 through
VII4 show this variation of optimum design
payload with design radius of action, for the
single rotor and tandem rotor helicopters, with
reciprocating and geared gas turbine power
plants. Cutrves are included in these charts for
each of the three design hover ceilings con- -
sidered. Figures VII-5 through VII-8 show 4
the typical trends of l/E versus design pay-
load, for various design radii of action, and -

for a desiga hover ceiling of 5000 feet as an 2 2
example. It is from these and similar charts
for design hover ceilings of 7500 and 10000
feet that the optimum payloads of Figures . 0
VII-1 through V114 were obtained. ESIG 75IUS , 2 Is. o

Some understanding of the reasons behind (N.ADI } _N !
these trends may be had, when it is recognized vs. PAYLOAD FOR hMNMUM COSTiON N.M.

that increasing payload causes a decrease in VS. DESIGN RADI S FOR VARIO

cost per ton-nimite ody up to a certain point, H CELIG e

beyond which the empty wei ght, fuel weight, Twin geared htrbines

and atendant costs increase more rapidly than

the work capacity (ton-nmiles per hour).
Therefore, since the installation of higher
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inDesign Hover C*in?

z

z 3 .10000' 1

o-<.

0 25 s0 75 100 125 IS0 UL.

I ' DESIGN RADIUS (NMI.

VII-3 PAYLOAD FOR MINIMUM COST/TON N.MI.DEINPYODTNS
VS. DESIGN RADIUS FOR VARIOUSDEINPYODTNS

ItHOVER CEILINGS VII-5 COST/TON N.MI. VS. DESIGN PAYLOAD
-Tanem rtor elicpterFOR VARIOUS DESIGN RADII

- Twin reciprocating engines *Single rotor helicoptersIi-Twin reciprocating engines
ii * 5000'design hover ceiling. OGE,

standard eltitfude

5U5M.
-S 4

z

0i 3

H0 n5 s0 75 100 125 IS0
DESIGN RADIUS IN.MLI W

[IVII4 6AYLOAD FOR MWNMJM COST/TON K. 0 I 2 3 4 5
VS. DESIGN RADIS FOR VARIOUSDEINPYOD(NS
HOVIER CEMuNSDEINPYOD(NS

*TVdm Y-i COST/TON N.MI. VS. DESIGN PAYLOAD
* Twi re~ w~neFOR VARIOUS DESIGN RADII

-*Twin geared turbines

'7~ * 500 design hover ceilng. OGE,
standard aiwtude
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.g - power to achieve higher hover ceilings in it-
s e I adI In.mI .I self results in an empty weight growth, it ef-

S 150fectively reduces the "point of diminishing

0o - - -returns", forcing the minimum 1/E to occur
Z 100
10 4_ 50_o ,-at a lower design payload. Similar effects may
W" _ be noted when payload and hover ceiling are

- - held constant and radius of action is increased.
3 In this case the trends also indicate an opti-

a- mum radits of action at which 1/E is mini-
S -- mized, beyond which weight and attendant

2 1 2 3 4 5 cost increases are again predominant. Thus,

DESIGN PAYLOAD (TONS) it is apparent that the "state of the art" dic-
tates a certain size bracket within which the

VII-7 COST/TON N.MI. VS. DESIGN PAYLOAD best transport helicopter design, from the
FOR VARIOUS DESIGN RADII4 Fstandpoint of minimum cost per ton-n. mile,
- Tandem rotor helicopters will be located.
* Twin reciprocating engines

S00 design hover ceiling. OGE, To summarize, the reasons for most of the
standard altitude trends in 1/E illustrated in this and the fol-

lowing chapters may be bette , understood if
the following axiom is kept in mind: All fac-
tors which cause a weight growth, such as in-
creasing payload, hover ceiling, radius of ac-
tion, or other performance improvement, will

i, ,. -inevitably cause an increase in cost per ton-
De4,gn n. mile beyond some "point of diminishing re

S ISO turns" at which the weight groth and attend-

-ant cost become predominant. This phenome-
Z 100 non is manifested to a greater or lesser extent

, so in all design types, and the "point of diminish-[ .. _W, ing returns" in terms of size, is dependent
2 - -2 upon the relative predominance of each factor.

It is emphasized that increases in power have
a twofold effect. On the one hand, percent pow-

I er in cruise is decreased, thereby tending to
0 I 2 3 4 sdecrease the maintenance costs, and on the

WPAYLOAD (TOWS) other hand, the necessary weight growth tends

V,4 COST/TON N.M. VS. CE OIN PAYLOAD to increase all costs.
FOR VARIOUS DES" RADII

C. Effect of Hover Ceiling* Tandem rotor hlkopte ndTmertr

- Twin geared turbine and Temperature
o' o dw eo hover taiing. Osk A general understanding, of the effects of

standard altitude hovei ceiling and operating temperature re-
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quirements on helicopter cost per ton-nautical
mile may be had from the trends shown in Fig-

____ures VII-9 through VII-12. These trends are

z Reciprocating Engine shown only for the geared power plants of the
0 4 1956-1961 analysis; however, those for the

3 .- ___ _geared turbine engines are qualitatively sim-1A 3
Geaed Turbine ilar to those which may be expected for tipz r

,, 2 turbojets, pressure jets, and ramjets.
_ _ _In Figures VII-9 and VII-lO, curves of l/E

versus design hover ceiling, (in standard at-
- 0 mosphere, out-of-ground effect, using normal

0 5 I

rated power), are shown for reciprocatingDESIGN HOVER CEILING (1000 Fr.)

and geared turbine power plants, and for sin-
VII.9 COST/TON N.Ml. VS. DESIGN HOVER gle rotor and tandem rotor helicopters. These

CEILING. O.G.E., STANDARD DAY are hybrid curves, made up of the minimum
SSnler rotor helicopters 1/E values at different payloads and corre-

p cot pedeton .m. baod on sponding radii of action, from the curves in
,i optimum desigjn payload and p

range for the hover ceiling the preceding Section B. It may be noted that
the geared gas turbine curves are nearly flat
over the range of hnver ceilings from 5000 to
10000 feet, the minimum l/E occuring at or
below 5000 feet. The reciprocating engine1/E curves also minimize at or below 5000
feet, and show a more marked increase as hov.

4 er ceiling requirements are increased. This
may be explained by the fact that reciprocat-
ing engine weight and cost are considerably
more predominant factors than geared turbine

Sweight and cost. Below 5000 feet hover ceiling,
both types were estimated to exhibit a slight in-

0 s 10 crease in l/E primarily due to higher cruise
DESIGN HOVER COUG (1000 FT.I percent power settings for the lower power in-

VII-1o COST/TON N.MI. VS. DESIGN HOVER stalled, resulting in higher maintenance costs.
CEILING, O.G... STANDARD DAY The reciprocating curves actually show a dis-

STandem rotor helicopters continuity, or break in slope, at 5000 feet.
SCost par ton P.. baed o This discontinuity is a manifestation of the as-
optimm desig paylod ard sumed 5000 ft. critical altitude of the super.
, n forthe hover al, charged reciprocating engines.

Figure VII-1l is a representative illustra-
tion of the penalty to be paid in higher cost
per ton-nautical mile in return for higher hov-
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er performance, for a pre-selected design pay- Design Pl 4. Tons

load. The example is for single rotor helicop- 7 -Dsnyo 4

ters with a design payload of 4 tons (reason- ii r
ably close to the optimum payload at all ra- -,4 ,. TI g
dii of action, as may be seen from Figures s- ---- e-.
VII-5 and VII-6). Both reciprocating and Z
geared gas turbine configurations are shown 4. '

on this chart, and the five different design ra- 3

dii of action are included as separate curves. 1 .1 .1'is mre po- ~Standard Altitude
Note that the penalizing effect is more pro- "vllm 6000 9,Sd F ]

nounced for the higher radii of action, a trend -Hover Ceiling for

due again to the weight growth phenomenon B. Gared Turoin
discussed in Section B. Note also that the stand- 5000 7SOO 10000 12500 15000 17500

ard altitude hover ceiling which would be DESIGN HOVER CEILING (1000 FT.1

equivalent to a ceiling of 6000 feet at 95°F VI.I I TYPICAL VARIATiON OF I /E WITH DESIGN HOVER

is approximately 18000 feet for the geared gas CEILING (O.G.E.), STD. DAY. COMPARISON OF

turbines, and only about 8000 feet for the re- RECIPROCATING AND GEARED TURBINE ENGINES.

ciprocating engines. This large differential is SINGLE ROTOR HEUCOPTERS, DESIGN PAYLOAD

a result of the fact, previously discussed, that = 4 TONS.

geared gas turbines suffer an approximate
30% power loss under these "hot day" con-
ditions, whereas the reciprocating engines suf-
fer only about 5% power loss. Design Payload =4 Tons

An example illustration of the effects of in- 7 Design Hover Ceiling I

creasing the operating temperature require- = Ft. (Press. Alf.)
4 -Temperatures as indicatedments at a given hover ceiling is presented in I

Figure VII-12, which is simply a conversion z ReciprocaiEng

of the curves shown in Figure VII-11 to a tern- Z Engines 

perature scale, for a fixed hover ceiling of

6000 feet pressure altitude. Here the lower 4 3 - -
penalties to be paid with reciprocating engines z
as operating temperature requirements are in- s- , _ , i I

" I I Engd increased are clearly demonstrated. However, I Std-- Tmp "Hot" day,

the I/E values for the geared gas turbines are 0 38. F 9S' F-

so much lower than for the reciprocating en- 30 4o so 60 70 80 90

gines at the standard temperature condition, AIR TEMPERATURE Q 6000 FT-* F

(38F), that the cross-over points at which VII.12 EFFECT OF AIR TEMPERATURE ON lIE FOR

the reciprocating engines would be competi- SPECIFIED HOVER CEILING OF &0 FT. O.G.E.
tive occur at rather high temperatures, from (PRESSURE ALTITUDE). COMPARISON OF

RECIPROCATING AND GEARED TURBINE
740F for 150 nautical miles, to temperatures iENGES. SINGLE ROTOR HELICOPTERS,
in excess of 95F for 50 nautical miles. DESIGN PAYLOAD 4 TONS
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D. Effect of Retractable Landing Gear
A special analysis of the effects of retrac- Z eGOa -

table landing gear installations was made us-
ing single rotor geared turbine powered heli- .

copters only, since it is to be expected that the 2
effects would be quite similar for the tandem 1

rotor types. A constant 40% increase in land-Ii ing gear weight over the weights for fixed land- 0 00
ing gear was assumed. Aerodynamically, the 0 2s S 75 A 00 12s 150
cruise speeds were increased due to reduced DESIGN RADIUS (NDMI)

Idrag only in a few cases where cruise speed TYPE

with fixed gear had been less than the rotor-
limited maximum speed (111 knots at 5000 Single rotor helicopters'I feet). For all other cases the cruise speeds re- -Tw,: geared turbines

5 0S00' design hover ceiling, OGE,
mained at 111 knots at 5000 feet, and the pri- -standard oalttude
mary aerodynamic effect was the reduction of
fuel consumption rate due to the lower drag.
Development, depreciation, and maintenance
costs for the retractable landing gear were as-
sumed to be the same per pound as for fixed
landing gear, hence the only cost increase was
due to the weight growth.

The important .spects of the results of 2.8

these analyses are illustrated in Figures VII- 2
13 and VII-14. The trends shown in Figure
VII-13, which defines the design payload and
design radius of action regime (A) within '
which retractable landing gear produces lower 2
l/E, and the regime (B) in which fixed land-
ng gear produces lower l/E, are yet another

manifestation of the weight growth axiom pre- 1.6 0 1 2 3 4 :
viously stated. Because of the weight growth DES" PAYLOAD (TONS)
phenomenon, heavier retractable landing gearI. are competitive only at lower sizes and gross V14 EFFECT OF RETRACTABLE LANDING GEAR:

weights (corresponding to the regime of lower COST/TON N.MI. VS. PAYLOAD

payload and radius of action, A), whereas Sinle rotor hecoers

lighter fixed landing gear produce lower val- .Twin geemdetrbins

ues of /E at larger sizes and gross weights

(corresponding to the regime of higher pay-
load and radius of action, B).

Intuitively, the reverse of the trends shown

i
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in Figure VII-13 might have been expected, and VII-8), it can be seen that externally car.
such that the retractable landing gear would ried payload produces lower values of 1/E
pay off at the higher payloads and radii of than internally carried payload at 1) low ra-
action. However, when it is remembered that dii of action where the reduction in block
all geared turbine powered helicopters of this speed and increase in fuel required are of
study which had payloads in excess of one ton smaller significance, and 2) at higher design
were rotor-limited in cruise specd, it becomes payloads where the elimination of loading and

apparent that little if any increase in block unloading time has greater significance. Fig-
speed and work capacity (payload times block ures VII-17 and VII-18 illustrate the payload-
speed.) resulted due to decreased drag except radius regimes in which one or the other of
in the small size helicopter bracket (with low the two methods of carrying the payload pro-
payload and radius of action). In the larger duce the lowest value of 1/E. These trends
size bracket the only desirable effects were an and general regimes would be roughly the
insignificant reduction of fuel weight and per- same for all helicopter types and design hover
cent power setting, and the main effects on ceilings.
l/E were the increase in airframe weight and
the attendant weight growth of all components. F. Effect of Increased Cruise Speed

This weight growth was the predominant factor The special analysis of the effect of in-
in forcing the somewhat unexpected trends in creasing cruise speeds up to 130 knots at 5000
Figure VII-13. feet, based upon the supposition that compres-

Figure VII-14 is presented as a typical ex- sibility drag divergence may create no sig-
ample of the comparative trends of 1/E versus nificant vibratory problems, but only a rise in
design payload, for fixed landing gear and re- power required, is discussed in some detail in
tractable landing gear, at an assumed radius Chapter IV and Appendix B. The higher pow-
of action of 100 nautical miles. For this radius er requirements indicated that these high speed
of action, the cross-over point between the two helicopters would exhibit standard atmosphere
landing gear types occurs at a payload of 3 hover capabilities in excess of 7500 feet, and
tons. The boundary line between the two .types for this reason the special analysis was made
shown in Figure VII-13 was established by for a design hover ceiling of 10000 feet, to
the locus of several such cross-over points, insure adequate power for the required speeds.

The results obtained are presented in Figure
E. Effect of Payload Carried Externally VII-19, which shows the variation of l/E ver-

Figures VII-15 and VII-16 show the trends sus cruise speed for an example single rotor,
of 1/E versus design payload when the load geared gas turbine powered helicopter with a
is carried externally. These two examples, for design payload of 4 tons. It is apparent from
geared gas turbine-powered single rotor and this chart that the cruise speed for minimum
tandem rotor helicopters respectively, are for 1/E is in the order of 105 to 110 knots, accept-
a design hover ceiling of 5000 feet. Separate ing the inherent "state of the art" assumptions
curves are included for each of five design ra- upon which the analysis was based. The pen-
dii of action. By comparison of these curves alty in cost per ton-nautical mile to be paid
with those for internal loads (Figures VII-6 for higher cruise speeds up to 130 knots or
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1I 'C- Design IRadius (n.mi.)

zDesign Radius (n.mi.)- -

0 0

0 ISO -5

w1 

5Mw 1.02 N
2w

wlitDESIGN PAYLOAD (TONS)I

VII-IS EFFECT OF EXTERNALLY CARRIED PAYLOAD: DESIGN PAYLOAD (TONS)
COST/TON N.MI. VS. PAYLOAD VII-1 6 EFFECT OF EXTERNALLY CARRIED PAYLOAD:
FOR VARIOUS DESIGN RADII COST/TON N.MI. VS. PAYLOAD
* Single rotor helicopters FOR VARIOUS DESIGN RADII
- Twin geared turbines - Tandem rotor helicopter
- 5000' design hover ceiling. OGE, * Twin geared turbines
standard altitude - 5000. design hover ceiling, OGE.

standard altitude

S 's

4 4

3( 3

00

0 25 50 71 100 125 ISO 0 2S S0 75 100 125 IS0

DESIGN RADIUS INMLI DESIGN RADIUS (N.ML)1

Y1I-17 DECISION CHART FOR EXTERNAL VII-IS DECISION CHART FOR EXTERNAL

VS. INTERNAL LOAD VS. INTERNAL LOAD
- Singe rotor helicopter - Tandem rotor heicopter
* Twin gere twbw - Twin geared turbsines'ii 6 000. design hoeer caiflg, OGE, * 500' design hover ceiling. OGE.I Iistandard attitude standard altiude
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Design Radius (n.mi.) 1/E values are located. This method of pres.
_ ' - ~ ISO entation facilitates the quick determination

251 of 1/E for a selected design payload and de-

z sign radius of action, and presents a general il.
1. 5 lustration of the state-of-the-art trends in cost

_ _ _so per ton-nautical mile for transport helicopters
Lu envisioned for the 1956-1961 period. These

0 -00 four summary maps clearly illustrate two ma-
100 - - jor conclusions for the 1956-1961 evaluation,

- namely:
31 0 1) With the exception of extremely high1 00 11I0 120 130

DESIGN CRUISE SPEED (KNOTS) temperature and high altitude hover perform-
ance requirements together with high radius

VII-19 EFFECT OF CRUISE SPEED: of action (in the order of 150 nautical miles
COST/TON N.Ml. VS. DESIGN CRUISE as shown in Figure VII-12), the reciprocating
SPEED engine powered helicopters are not ompeti-

* Single rotor helicopters tive, since they exhibit 1/E values approxi-
* Twin geared turbines
-Design payload: 4 tons mately twice as high as for the geared turbine
- Utilization: 1200 hrslyear powered helicopters. The geared gas turbine
- 10000' design hover ceiling. OGE, engine is therefore the optimum power plant

standrd altitde selection for the 1956-1961 time period, with

more is primarily a result of the predominance the exception of the one high temperature, high
of maintenance cost as cruise percent power radius of action contingency as noted. The use
setting increases, offsetting the lesser increase of water injection, ground effect, and/or take-
in work capacity (ton-nautical miles per hour) off power for the hover condition with geared
attendant with the increased block speed. turbine engines would effectively eliminate
G. General Summary, 1956 to 1961 the reciprocating engine from further consid-

Figures VII-20 through VII-23 summarize eration for the transport mission.
the results of the basic 1956-1961 study which 2) A choice between single rotor helicopters
were covered in Section B. These charts were and tandem rotor helicopter; cannot be made
prepared by converting the computed results purely on the basis of the results presented
shown in Figures VII-5 through VII-8 into herein, since the differences in l/E between
maps of design payload versus design radius the two types are almost negligible, and are
of action, wherein the map contours represent of the same order of magnitude as the accur-
constant values of cost per ton-nautical mile, acy of the study. However, the payload and
l/E. The best possible combination of design radius of action which produce minimum 1/E
payload and design radius of action for each for the tandem rotor helicopters were some-
configuration analyzed is represented on these what higher than for the single rotor helicop-
maps by a single point, and corresponding ters, and this is a manifestation of the different
minimum value of Il/E, forming a unique sad- weight growth trends exhibited by the two
die point around which the contours of higher types.
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VII-2o DESIGN PAYLOAD VS. DESIGN RADIUS VI1-22 DESIGN PAYLOAD VS. DESIGN RADIUS
FOR ALUE OF OST/ON NMI.FOR VALUES OF COST/TON N.MI.

*Single rotor helicopter - Tandem rotor helicopter
- Twin reciprocating engine - Twin reciprocating engines

5000desgn ove coiing OG. -5000' design hover ceiling, OGE.
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S* Sah vte hekoepter -Tandem rotor helicopters

-Twin geared turbiesa Twin geared turbinesI * 5000 dedga hover ceiling. 014 Sw00 design hover ceiling, OrPE.

stanard altitue, standard altitude
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Chapter VIII

EVALUATION - 1960 to 1970

A. Transport Effectiveness Trends,

Tip Power Plants z
0 __

It is the purpose of this chapter to present " e
Z ---- Design Hover Coiling

the basic results derived from the parametric UJ OGE, std. ait.

evaluation of helicopter configurations using s0001

advanced tip power plants currently in the de- 700"

4 velopmental stage, and considered to be pro- 0 10000,
duction possibilities in the time period 1960 0 2

to 1970. Specifically, ramjet, tip.mounted tur.

bojet, and pressure jet power plant types were 0 5 0 Is 20 25

investigated as possibilities for this advanced DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.)
time period, with their application limited to

single rotor helicopters. The procedure used VlII-I PAYLOAD FOR MINIMUM COST/TON N.MI.
VS. DESIGN RADIUS FOR VARIOUS

in processing the data for these advanced con-

figurations was identical to that which has DESIGN HOVER CEILINGS
" Single rotor helicopter

been outlined for the more conventional types • ip mounted ramjet engines

with geared er gines.
The general trends of 1 /E with design pay.

load, design radius of action, and design hover
ceiling were found to be qualitatively similar
to the trends discussed in Chapter VII, as ex- sidered.

pected. The familiar weight growth phenome- Figures VIII-4 through VIII-6 show the ty.

na were again in evidence, as manifested by pical trends of 1/E versus design payload, for

1) the trend towards lower payload for mini- various design radii of action, and for a de-

mum 1/E as radius of action was increased, sign hover ceiling of 5000 feet as an example.

2) the increase in 1/E as hover ceiling was in- The trends from these and similar charts for

creased beyond a certain point, and 3) the design hover ceilings of 7500 and 10000 feet

minimization of 1 /E at a unique comLination were used to obtain the optimum payloads of

of design payload and design radius of action. Figures VIII-1 through VIII-3.

Figures VIII-1 through VIII-3 show the var- Note that the radii of action considered for

iation of optimum payload (producing mini- the ramjet powered helicopters were very

mum lI/E) with design radius of action, for short, up to a maximum of 25 nautical miles.

the ramjet, pressure jet, and tip-turbojet pow- Analysis based on the ramjet "state of the art"

er plants. Curves are included on these charts assumptions used in this study, indicated that

for each of the three design hover ceilings con- the cost of ramjet helicopters would be pro.
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z z Design Hover Coiling
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I RU N hibitively high at 50 nautical miles radius of-- DESIGN RADIUS (N.Ml.)

- -action, and in fact the weight growth trends
_for this type appeared to preclude even the

z 6 possibility of design radii of action greater
z

- - - -than about 75 snautical miles with no payload.
As a result, the ramjet powered helicopters

to could not compete on the basis of cost/ton n.A 100
> mi,, with any of the other types, including the

2Sl% geared-engines, at any except the very short
U-Sradii of action. The tip turbojet and pressure

- ~ 2 3 4 s jet helicopters,, however, are shown to be
DESIGN PAYLOAD (TONS) strong competitors. Both of these types indi--CST/T.DESIGN PAYLOAD cated values of l/E in the same general orderVlll-6 COST/TON N.MI. VS. DESIGN PAYLOAD

FOR VARIOUS DESIGN RADII of magnitude as the geared gas turbin.- types

* Single rotor helicopters discussed in Chapter VII.

* Pressure jet powerplant B. Effect of Hover Ceiling
* 5000' design hover ceilin9 OGE,  I F igur V 7 of 1/E

standard altitude Figure VIII-7, curves versus de-

sign hover ceiling (in standard atmosphere,
out of ground effect, using normal rated pow-
er) are shown for the three tip powered types.

- - Similar to Figures VII-9 and VII-1O for the
geared-engine types, these curves are made

Ramjet up of hybrid points of payloads and radii of
3 action for minimum l/E. The trends for all

-three types are nearly flat, indicating a moder-
Prss J, ate increase in 1/E above 7500 feet hover

2 kceiling. This trend is quite similar to that not-
- -ed for the geared gas turbine powered heli-

__T _ r icopters in Chapter VII, Figures VII-9 and
VI-10, and is due to the fact that the weight

-growth with increased installed power is less

-- - predominant for these engine types than for
0 s 10 reciprocating engines. A hover requirement

DESIG HOVER CEIUNG (1000 FT.) of 6000 feet at 95°F would be the equivalent

VIII .7 COST/TON NM. VS. DESIGN HOVER of a standard day hover ceiling in the order

CEtuO, O.G.E. of 15000 to 18000 feet for these jet types, in

" Single. roto helicopters which case more significant penalties in high-
-Tip mourtd powrlants er l/E would be paid, similar to the trends
SCost pr ton n.mi. based on shown in Figure VII-12 for geared turbine
optimum design payload and
range for the hover ceiling types-
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radius of action, wit'i contours representing
5 constant values of cost per ton-nautical mile,

Zlocated around the unique minimum point cor-
4 rresponding to the best possible selection for
3 -each type. Inspection of these charts reveals

O clearly that 1) the best ramjet powered heli-
copter for the transport mission would have aI_ z0 , radius of action of 10 to 15 nautical miles, and

u 0would produce a minimum 1/E of 3.27 dol-
0 s 1 Is 20 25 lars per ton-nautical mile at this radius, carry-

DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.I ing a payload of 3 tons; and 2) this value of

Viii-8 DESIGN PAYLOAD VS. DESIGN RADIUS X/E is not competitive with the minimum val-
FOR VALUES OF COST/TON N.MI. ues shown on the charts for tip turbojet and

* Single rotor helicopter pressure jet powered helicopters. Additional
. Tip mounted ramiet engines design summary charts for design hover ceil-
• sooo' design hover coiling, OGE, ings of 7500 and 10000 are included in Ap-I standard altitude pendix I.

Before stating the conclusions and recom-
mendations arising from these results of the

$/Ton N.MI. 1960 to 1970 study, certain influential as-
S- .s0 2.00 _ sumptions which are implicit in these results

'A -should be recapitulated:

(I/E) mm 1) Tip ramjet engines were assigned stand-
2ard power, weight, and fuel consumption char-

2 - acteristics which might be termed slightly op-
timistic in the light of current operational en-

z: moo"._0 _ gine characteristics, but which are justifiable
2.50 3.00 estimates of expected improvementsl.

0 25 50 75 100 125 ISO 2) The tip turbojet engines were assigned
DESIGN RADIUS (N.M.) conservative estimated characteristics from a

VIII-9 DESIGN PAYLOAD VS. DESIGN RADIUS Packard 1954 brochure2 which has recently
FOR VALUES OF COST/TON N.MI. been superceded with more optimistic esti-
* Single rotor helicopter mates, particularly with regard to fuel con-

*sumption rates. Should these later estimates
stand,,d heon0 pove to be attainable by the time period in

question, the primary effect would be a further
C. General Summary and reduction in 1/E for the tip turbojet poweredR*orip mtou, 96 troW 1970Romumendation, 190 to 1970 1 Proposal for the Improvement ol the Ronjet Engine for

Figures VIII-8 through VIII-1O summarize Helicopter "ropulsion; H.H. Report 545.3; November 30,0 1954

the results of the 1960 to 1970 study in the 2 Helicopter Tip Turbojet Brochure, Packard Motor Car
Co., Aircr. Engr. Div. Report 7JE-103, September 27,

form of maps of design payload versus design 1954.
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$/Tn .mi, helicopters, and small increases in the opti-
1.73 3.001 4.0015.001 mum payload and radius of action.

~3) The pressure jet power plants were re-
I-o ~ I /EMmn.stricted to the "cold cycle" type , since the

3 - "hot cycle" type which is of current interest

2 .2.00 - is a complex system requiring in itself a very
%. broad and thorough parametric analysis. For

z
- - this present study, the compressed air was as-

us 2.50
In

0o sumed to be supplied by a separate compres-
0 5 50 75 100 125 I50 sor, driven by a geared turbine engine with

DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.) characteristics similar to those for direct

Vii-lO DESIGN PAYLOAD VS. DESIGN RADIUS geared power applications.
FOR VALUES OF COST/TON N.MI. 4) The effects of retractable landing gear,

SPrsingle rot heoter 1a Pressure Jet Power Plant Characteristics, appended to
* Presure1.t owerlantDesign Analysis Methods H. IL Report No. 473.6; Novem-

.5000.' design hover ceiling. OGE. her 30, 1955.
standard altitude

1916 to 1961 1960 to 1970
Geared Powarplmnt TIP POWWOWant

SlIngi Rater Tandem Rater Single Rator

Reelpre Geared Recipr. GearedTi t=
eating TIAbibe eating Turbine M "165Turbohje obJt
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externally carried payload, and increased which the effectiveness criterion is cost per

cruise speed were not analyzed for the ad- ton-nautical mile, cannot be recommended.
vanced tip power types, since it is reasonable 2) Both the pressure jet and tip turbojet
to expect that the general trends shown by power plant types appear to be quite competi.
these special considerations for the geared en- tive with the geared gas turbine type of power

gine types, discussed in Chapter VII, would plant, and the tip turbojets indicate a slightly
apply equally as well here. lower quantitative value of minimum l/E

U, Figure VIII-11 is a general summary chart than any other type of power plant considered.

which compares the results of the 1956-1961 Since pressure jet powered helicopters are at

basic~study with those of the 1960-1970 study. the present time a reality, recommendations

The l/E values are, as in Figures VII-9, VII- for their further development have a better

10, and VIII-7, made up of hybrid points for foundation in fact. Lacking such solid founda-

the optimum payload and radius of action, at tion for the proposed tip turbojet power plants,Ii each hover ceiling shown. Figure VIII-11, a degree of caution must be implicit in the
then, provides a pictorial justification for the recommendations; however, further research

I following conclusions and recommendations: and developmental design studies are an ob-

i h1) Ramjet power does not appear to offer vious recommendation for this type, especial-
any competitive advantages, and extensive de- ly in the light of the latest improvements in

velopment programs for its application to helhi estimated fuel consumption.jcopters for the transportation mission, iil'
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Chapter IX

OPTIMUM HELCOPTER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

A. Selection of Optimum in cost per ton-nautical mile, as discussed in
Transport Systems Chapter VII.
1. Decision Analysis In selecting an optimum system two factors

From the evaluation of the many interre- must be ascertained. Namely: 1) Average
lated variables and their effects on the mili- mission radius of action expected between
tary cost per ton-nautical mile, shown in Chap. Army supply depots and combat element sup-
ter VII, a final determination of optimum ply dumps, and 2) The average hover ceiling
transport systems was possible. This final de- requirement consistent with expected future
termination is presented in the Decision Anal- helicopter transport operations.
ysis of Figure IX-1. The hover ceiling requirement selection

As shown in Chapter VII, all optinmum sys- must naturally be based on mean operational
tems considered within the hover ceiling mat. conditions, but should also be viewed in terms
rix indicated gas turbine powerplants. Further- of its influence on transport effectiveness.
more, since the difference in effectiveness be- With these two factors known the optimum
tween optimum single and tandem rotor types Military Helicopter Transport System man be
was negligible within the accuracy of the readily ascertained from Figure IX-1 whether
study, both types are encompassed by the the design configuration be single rotor or tan-
curve of Figure IX-1 and are included in the dem rotor type.
characteristics table for optimum systems. Op. As may be further seen from the decision
timum systems for 5000 ft., 7500 ft. and analysis figure, the overall optimum system oc-

00' ft. OGE standard day hover ceilings curs at approximately 50 nautical miles radius
arc .,h included in the decision analysis. For of action. This decision ignores specific mis.
the varialon in hover ceiling, the effectiveness sion requirements, but emphasizes the fact
differences for optimum systems were again that greater or lesser design radii of action en.
negligible and are therefore included within tail inherent penalties ir. effectiveness. This
the scatter band shown in the effectiveness minimum point in the effectiveness curve is
chart of Figure IX-1. Optimum payloads, characteristic, and essentially defines optimum
gross weights and required installed power helicopter "state of the art" and inherent tech-
vary not only with the configuration type, but nological and cost balances.
also with hover ceiling. These variations are The design characteristics data of Figure
tabulated in the figure. If hover ceilings high- IX-1 indicate higher optimum payloads for
er than those encompassed in Figure IX-1 are tandem types than for single rotor types for
positively required, the optimum transport the same mission requirement, and an overall
system must pay a rapidly increasing penalty maximum payload variation of 3.2 to 4.5 tons
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'CHAPTER IX- OPTIMUM HELICOPTER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

I 2,0

, FACTION.-N.

STANC OM ARMY SUPP T
INCREASING m

COM ELEMENT SUPPL MPS

Configuration Single Tandem Single Tao, Single Taindem Jingle Tendem

Payload (Tons) 3.2 4.3 3.8 4.5 4.2 4.5 3.8 4.3

Gross
Weight (.bs.) 18500 22700 23700 26500 32000 32700 37700 39500 , :

Instlled 2300 2950 2843 3240 3350 3610 3810 4120
Horsepower

Payload (Tons) 3.3 4.2 3.6 4.4 3.7 4.4 3.6 4.0

Gross
Weight (Lbs. 19500 23200 23300 27200 30000 33800 38000 40000

Installed
Horsepower 2850 3140 3040 3430 3570 3870 4350 4380

Payload (Tons) 3.3 4.0 3.6 4.3 3.7 4.2 3.6 .8

Stan 20000 23200 24000 27200 32600 34200 42000 42000

Instaled 3170 3300 3310 3660 4020 4320 5030 5080
Horsepower

NOTE: All sysfems are geared gas turbine powered

,X-I DECISION ANALYSIS

for all possibilities. This is in keeping with the sion of combat elements. If his estimate of the
1 evaluation presented in Chapter VII. future militaiy situation should prove to be in-

2. Penalty For Incorrert Decision correct, the concept of effectiveness penalty
The military planner, responsible for the resulting from this error is of interest. With

procurement of efficient air trinsport systems this penalty evaluation for an incorrect pro-
with minimum military budgets, and faced curement decision at hand, the planner can
with the determination of the average mission then base his decision on the minimization of
radius of action between Army supply depots penalties for "off-optimum" operations.
and combat element supply dumps in possible The table of Figure IX-2 is presented to al-
future military conflicts, must rely on military low the estimation of electiveness penalty in
intelligence information, global trends in dip- the event of an incorrect decision. This table
lomatic relations, and a considerable amount results from the study of effectiveness varia-
of intuition in estimating the probable disper- tions of transpor! systems operating at "off-
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MILITARY HELICOPTER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS- SUMMARY REPORT

the penalties are only 5%.
If the military planner can make the as-

sumption that the situations indicated by Sys.

tems I through IV all have equal probabilityII III IV

of occurrence, then the procurement decision
can be based on the system which minimizes

___e_ ____s/ the penalty for all conditions. This would
show either System II or III as best. Reference

II /6% 0 NegI. 10% to Figure IX-1, however, indicates that Sys-
111 0tem II would be the optimum choice since it

I 10%/ NogI. 0 sproduces a lower total cost per ton-n.mi. than

IV 1% 5%0System III while indicating the same degree of
iv s5% 5%/ Negi. 0 effectiveness penalty under "off-design" point

I conditions.

IX-2 APPROXIMATE PENALTY FOR INCORRECT However, if the situation indicated by any
DECISION one of the optimum systems is felt to have a

higher relative pr( ability, then the best

design" payloads and radii of action. choice must reflect a weighted consideration

Inspection of Figure IX-2 shows that the of both penalty and probability of occurrence,
penalties do not exceed 15%, even in the most and the optimum choice could be determined

extreme cases. In general, this is due to the by minimizing the mathematical product of

rather flat character of the cost per ton-nautical effectiveness penalty and occurrence proba-

mile vs. payload 'curves over the scope of op- bility. For example, in comparing Systems II

timum payloads. As may be seen, Systems I and III, if operation under the conditions of

or IV, representing 25 and 150 n.mi. design System IV were considered to be more prob-

radii of action respectively, suffer increasing able than operation under the conditions of

degrees of effectiveness penalty as the actual System I, then the best choice would shift from

operation diverges from the System design System II to System III. An incorrect decision,

point. When System II is operated under the however, between Systems II and III would

conditions which would make System ' an op- never result in nore than a 5% effectiveness

timum choice, a 5% penalty results, and penalty.
when System IV is operated under conditions
which would make System III an optimum B. Comporisom With

choice, again a 5% penalty is found. Prmestly Postle System
Figure IX-2 indicates, then, that Systems I In viewing the optimum indications from

or IV will suffer a significant penalty at any this study in the light of helicopter tran-

of the "off-design" point conditions shown in port systems which are now possible, or at I
the decision analysis of Figure IX-1. On the least proposed, the following comparisons are
other hand, Systems II and III suffer negligi- presented.
ble penalty under "off-design" operation, ex- Figure IX- shows the various trends and i
oept under extreme conditions, in which case calculated points of military cost per ton-n.mi.
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Freciprocating powered helicopters, indicated

I4 19 F 0 E bycurve (C) cruise at an averageof70%
normal rated power.

Point (D) represents a cost per ton-n.mi.
3 - calculated from military data for the H-37

ZA D helicopter, assuming that its operating capa-

__ 2 _ bilities meet its design specification. As may
" l Isio" II be seen, this point falls slightly below the pre-

_ _dicted trend (B). This is primarily due to
1) its lower percentage (45%) normal rated

=U power in cruise, which gives a lower mainten-
0 so 100 IS0 ance cost on transmissions and drives and en-

DESIGN RADIUS OF ACTION-N. MI. gines, and 2) its slightly lower weight com-

A-Opimum transport system indications for 500. 7500 and pared to the predicted weight corresponding
10000 ft. OGE hover ceiling; all indications - turbine to curve (B) which lowers both maintenance
powered

B- Predicted trend for single rotor, reciprocating powered and depreciation cost It does not approach,
holicopters--S00 ft. OGE hover ceiling. Avg. . NRP in however, the effectiveness of the optimum tur-
Cruise = soy. bine powered helicopters indicated by curve

C-Prdicted trend for tandem rotor, reciprocating powered
holicoptars-000 ft. OGE hover ceiling. Avg. % NRP in (A).
C, e = 70% Point (F) represents a cost per ton-n.mi.

D- Calculated point from military spe. lcations. estimated calculated from military data for the H-16A
weight and performance data on H-37 single rotor, re-
ciprocaing powered helicopter--. NRPinCruise--4Sy, tandem rotor, reciprocating powered helicop-

E -Calculated point for optimum helicopter meeting proposed ter, assuming that its operating capabilitiesAGF spoo.ication, haver teining 6M0 ft. OGE 0 67" ever
Asnd peatn reig 0meet its design specification. The design hover
standard temperature

F-Calculated point from iltary specification, estited ceiling at normal rated power for this helicop-
weight and performance dis on H- IA tandem roter. re- ter was calculated, using military design speci-
ciprcating powered halcop~te-- NRPin Cruie=S0%. fication data, to be under 1000 ft. OGE, stand.

' IX.3 COMPARISON Or PRESENT AND PRO. ard day. It may be seen that this point falls
POSED TRANSPORT HELICOPTERS WfTH considerably above the predicted trend (C)
opTIMW. INICATINo --ig to 1961 for tandem rotor reciprocating powered hell-

versus design radius of action. Curve (A) rep- copters. This is primarily due to its high per-
resents the effectiveness trend of optimum sys- centage of normal rated power required in
tems resulting from this study. These systems cruise, which has a serious effect in increasing
are all comprised of turbine powered config, the transmission and drives and engine main-
urations and exhibit hovering performance tenance costs.
from 5000 ft. to 10000 ft. OGE standard day. Point (E) represents a cost per ton-n.mi.

Curve (B) represents the predicted trend calculated for an Army ground forces pro-
for single rotor reciprocating powered types posed specification' for a 3 ton payload heli.
as shown in Chapter VII. The helicopters in-
dicated by curve (B) cruise at 50% of normal 1 Letter No. 24356 from Office, Chief of Army Field Forces,

to Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3 "Military Characteristics
rated power on an average, while the tandem, for a 3-Ton Helicopter"-21 January I94
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MILITARY HELICOPTER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS- SUMMARY REPORT

copter of the indicated design radius of action VI, were calculated as required by the effec-
and having hover performance of 6000 ft. tiveness measure for all system possibilities.
OGE at 95F. This helicopter was reciprocat. The cost breakdowns expressed in dollars and
ing powered, since for this extremely high hov- percentages of total cost are shown in Figures
er performance, a reciprocating powerplant IX4 and IX-5 for optimum systems I, 11, III
gave a lower gross weight than did a turbine and IV, for a design hover ceiling of 5000 ft.
powerplant. As may be seen, this helicopter OGE, standard day. The data, however, ap-
is less efficient than the helicopters represented plies as well to 7500 ft. and 10000 ft. OGE,
by the predicted trend (C) for reciprocating standard day hover ceilings, since the cost
powered tandem rotor types having standard differences between the three hover ceilings
day hover ceilings from 5000 ft. OGE, to are negligible.
10000 ft. OGE. Furthermore. it indicates only The single rotor types for optimum systems

a slightly lower cost than that indicated for displayed an average power setting in cruise
the H-16A helicopter which has very low hover of 60% NRP, while the tandem types indi-
performance. This is due to the extremely high cated an average of 74%. The tandem config-
gross weight penalty which is brought about uration, being more efficient in hovering, re-
by the high hover performance requested in quires less installed power per pound of gross
the proposed specification. An inspection of weight for a given hover requirement than a
the cost per ton-n.mi. versus hover ceiling single rotor type. It follows that the tandem
curves, shown in Chapter VII, will explain type will cruise at higher percentages of its
why helicopters having very low or very high installed power for equal drag considerations.
hover performapce display high cost of opera- Since the maintenance cost on transmissions
tion. If such a high degree of hover perform- and drives and engines increases with the per-
ance is mandatory, then the point (E) repre- cent normal rated power required in cruise,
sents an optimum possibility. However, it the maintenance cost for tandem types was, in
would constitute a 110% penalty in transport all cases, greater than for the single rotor
effectiveness, or more than twice the military types. However, since the tandem types indi-
budget indicated by Optimum System III of cated optimum systems at higher payloads
this study. than did the single rotor types, the increased

It may therefore be seen from Figure IX-3 tandem cost was offset by the increased pay-
that future optimum Military Helicopter load or work capacity, and the costs per ton-
Transport Systems can induce total costs as n.mi. for the two types were essentially equal.
low as one half to two thirds the cost of pres- Another factor affecting the costs was air-
ently operational or suggested possibilities craft utilization. Since, on the basis of a fixed
provided 5000 ft. to 10000 ft. OGE standard aircraft availability, the utilization was found
day hover ceilings will permit satisfactory op- as a function of loading and unloading time
eration under the majority of temperature- and therefore of payload, the aircraft utiliza-
altitude conditions. tions for the optimum systems ranged from
C. Cost Analysis For Optimum Systems 700 to 1300 hours per year. Greater utiliza-

The transport system cost, calculation meth- tions would, of course, lower the total oper-
od for which have been discussed in Chapter ating cost.

i 6
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DESIGN RADIUS (N.M.) was made up as follows: Training, 8% ;*Fuel
0 ~ and Oil, 6%; Crew, 21/2%; and Develop-

- 77ment, 11/2%. Total flight-hour costs ranged-1 S I Rfrom $550 for the smallest helicopter to $10300 SINGL ROtR

for the largest.

Dolla,/Flilht Hr. D. Effect of Powerplant Availability

S.. Percent ofTotal Cost ...1956 to 1961
As discussed previously in Chapter IV, all

configurations investigated in the study were
] i assigned generalized powerplant characteris-

§tics and no consideration was given to whether
or not the required available power could be

Ii 0 obtained in the form of production engines
I during the assigned time period. Having ar-

[D t Fuel Crew Trn' Dv. Total rived at possible optimum transport systems,
IX-4 FLIGHT HOUR COST BREAKDOWN:il it becomes advisable to investigate the power-

GEARED TURBINE CONFIGURATIONS plant possibilities for procurement during the
DESIGN RADIUS lN.MI.) U period 1956 to 1961. These are illustrated in
. . . . _ Figure IX-6, which shows the proximity to op.

Ftimum systems of configurations which could

g]MM TD R be built with existing engines.
1. Available Powerplants

onlF4t Hr.I! Since all optimum indications were for
Percet tOf Total Coot geared turbine powerplants, turbine engines

of applicable size which are currently antici-
pated to be available by mid-1958 are shown
in Figure IX-6. As may be seen, Figure IX-6Ii includes British, French and American en-
gines. However, all of the foreign designed

1 powerplants shown either have or are expected
-i .to have U.S. industry manufacturing licences

ifM FDpt Crew Tr4 Dev. Total by mid-1958.
MS FlI"4 HOUR COST co AKDOw. 2. Powerplant Availability Effect

SH EARED TURBINE CONFIGURATIONS on Optimum System Possibilities
In Figures IX-7 through IX-12 contours of

constant cost per ton-n.mi. are presented on

As may be seen from Figures IX-4 and IX-5, a payload-radius chart. Superimposed on
maintenance costs for all systems and types these charts are curves representing possible
averaged 59% of the total cost. Depreciation helicopter configurations for each powerplant
costs were next in magnitude at an average of model listed in Figure IX-6. The charts are
23% of the total cost. The remaining 18% shown for both single rotor and tandem rotor
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ENGINE MODEL NORMAL POSSIBLE CODE types and for design hover ceilings of 5000
MANUFACTURER RATED AMERICAN NUMBER 7500 ft. and 10000 ft. day.

POWER MANUFACTURER ft., OGE, standard

Wright TP43AI 1010 1 Upon inspection of these curves it may be seen

Rolls Royce 50 Dart - that minimum cost possibilities can be select.505 Rye O Dart I1120 Westinghouse 2

Rolls Royce 605 Dart 1290 Westinghouse 3 ed from the available powerplant curves on
Lycoming T-55 132S 4 the basis of minimum distance from the con-

Rolls Royce R DeS 1375 Westinghouse 5 tour for lower cost per ton-n.mile.

Armstrong GT.43 1410 Wright 6 If the best points for available powerplants
Siddeley Mambo are then compared with the characteristics

Tub*M*C GABIZOS 1940 Cn i entl 7 data for optimum systems shown in Figure
Napler N. EL-1 2072 IX-1, the following pertinent facts become ap-

Eland parent. 1) The values for cost per ton-n.mi. for
Afllson T56 2B00 the possible aircraft, considering powerplant

lX4 POSSIBLE GEARED TURBINE POWERPLANTS availability, fall within the scatter band shown
AVAILABLE--1956 to 1961 in Figure IX-1 with only few exceptione; and

these few exceptions occur at high hover ceil-
ings combined with high radius of action. An

;70 . 00 2.0 optimum payload shift either up or down is
indicated, however, in almost every case. The

-shihs in payload are from 12% to 15%, with
one or two as high as 20% and 25%. The ef-

4 .fectiveness remains essentially the same as
o4- for the optimum systems discussed previously

2- If I due to the fact that the cost per ton-n.mi, vs.
payload curves for all configurations have a

" flat characteristic in the range of higher pay-
z Ei N, .,1 loads. It may be concluded, therefore, that the

- - powerplants considered to be available by
mid-1958 will not force severe penalties in
transport effectiveness from the ideal optimuin
systems. It may be further noted that the pow-

-- - - er plant availability consideration will shift
the design payload either up or down from

0 2S SO 7S 10 12 ISO 12% to 25% of its optimum value without
DESIN RADIUS (I.MI.) causing appreciable transport effectiveness

IX-? CONTOUS OF CONSTANT EFFECnvE penalties.
NESS AND HEICOPTEl DESIGN TRONS If the powerplants are selected on the basis
FOR GIVEN POERPLANTS of minimizing the shift in payload from that

• SW* mn w 0k hdcptme indicated for an optimum system, for the two
M Ti"g har ttitbinec rotor system types and the three hover ceilings
00.9sho cI ~included in the data, the following selections
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- - I/E-$/Ton N. Mi.- --- I/E-S/Ton N. Mi.

1.70 2.00 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.60

4 4

I 9

I1 1.6 9,,.

1 -

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 0 25 50 75 100 125 I50

DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.) DESIGN RADIUS ( N.MI.}

IX8 CONTOURS OF CONSTANT EFFECTIVE- IX-9 CONTOURS OF CONSTANT EFFECTIVE.
NESS AND HELICOPTER DESIGN TRENDS NESS AND HELICOPTER DESIGN TRENDS[IFOR GIVEN POWERPLANTS FOR GIVEN POWERPLANTS

* Single rotor helicopters * Single rotor helicopter
*J Twin geared turbines • Twin geared turbines

II 7500 design hover ceiling. OGE. • 10000 design hover ceiling. OGE.
standard altitude standard altitude

I]are indicated for the optimum systems, ing when the application falls to System III
tJEngine No. 6--Mamba--8 possible appli- for both tandem and single rotor types.

cations. Applications of engines No. 6 and No. 7
SEngine No. -uroec-Opossible occur throughout tehvrceiling rangean

< ubmca1 thhoe 4and

applications, for both rotor system types, for Systems 1, IIEngine No. 8-Napier Eland-4 possible and III.

applications. Since engines No. 6 and No. 7 have ihe

Sapplications, pear that an engine midway between these two
EnieNo. 9 applications cccur only for rated at 1 650 hp, would be optimum. If pro-

the1000It hover ceiling and at 1.50 n.rmi, curement of Systems I through IV is contem-II radius of action, for System IV. plated, accelerated development of engines
EnieNo. 8 applications occur only for No. 6 through No. 9 is recommended so thatIV, except for a 10000 ft. hover ceil- early production can be realized.
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IX.10 CONTOURS OF CONSTANT EFFECTIVE- IX- II CONTOURS OF CONSTANT EFFECTIVE-

NESS AND HEUCOPTER DESIGN TRENDS NESS AND HELICOPTER DESIGN TRENDS
FOR GIVEN POWERPLANTS FOR GIVEN POWERPLANTS

- Tandem rotor helicopters * Tandem rotor helicopter
- Twin geared turbines - Twin geared turbines

- 5000 design hover ceiling. OGE, * 7500* design hover ceiling. OGE,

standard altitude standard altitude

E. Military Force Requirement Estimates requirements, so that some insight as to the
relative magnitudes involved could be oh-

As previously discussed in Chapter III, tained, the military force requirements for the
force requirements can be predicted only if isolated infantry division as depicted in Figure
the airlift tons required and the airlift dis- III-1 were determined and are presented in
tance involved can be accurately determined. Figure IX.13.
After establishment of force requirements for These force requirements are presented for
a given combat element, the scale-up to more the optimum systems as described in Figure
and larger elements must be conducted with IX-1, and it may be seen that the daily cost of
great caution since the sc le-up is not linear support of the division varies from about
unless the same military situation for all ele- $55,000 to $470,000, depending on hover
ments can be assumed and unless the airlift ceiling requirement and mission radius of ac-
requirement for all elements is identical. tion. These costs can be derived for any trans-

In an effort to appraise a typical set of force port system regardless of airlift tonnage re-
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S2.5 The value for l/E must, of course, be con-

S/E-/Ton N. Mi. sistent with the value for R which is used.

2'0 2. 50. soFigure IX-13 also shows that the number of

k1j74[ aircraft required to support the single isolated

- -" x division varies from about 50 to 130 depend-

4_ 9 ing, for the most part, only on mission radius
of action. The number of aircraft required can3 be determined for any set of conditions from

0 the following relationship.
< 3 

T

z
D 2 -This equation is derived in Appendix A andl U - Engir e No.I

- - - - the new symbols shown are as follows:

3.50 N S = Number of aircraft required
-3-00 1--_ A = Average aircraft daily availability

in hours
0 25 50 7S 100 Iso 12S K I = Cargo loading and unloading rate

DESIGN RADIUS (NJWI.) (hrs./ton) (assumed as .266)
IX-12 CONTOURS OF CONSTANT EFFECTIVE. P - Allowable payload per aircraft

NESS AND HEUCOPTER DESIGN TRENDS operating over radius R in tons
FOR GIVEN POWERPLANTS V B Mission block speed in knots

- Tandem rotor helicopter
* Twin geared turbines

10000' design hover ceiling, OGE, The number of maintenance personnel re-
standard alftude quired, shown in Figure IX-13, was deter-

mined from Figure VI-8 and includes all per.
sonnel for not only first and second echelon

qairement, mission radius of action or particu- maintenance, but also depot and overhaul
lar aircraft involved, from the following re- phases.
lationship: Considering a 2% per month operational

Total Daiy Cost = TR x(1/E) attrition rate, anywhere from I to 3 additional

where T = airlift tons per day required by a aircraft per month of operation are indicated
particular combat element as being required by Figure IX-13. The cost-

R = average distance between an Army ing of these addiiional aircraft is not included
3 supply depot and the particular since the costs of operational attrition are pri-

combat element (nautical miles) marily related to the overall support and pipe-

1 /E) - total military cost per ton-nautical line problems between the zone of the interior

mile for the particular aircraft and a particular theatre of operations, which
system being investigated, have not been a part of this study. The normal
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HOVER HELICOPTER DESIGN OPTIMUM NUMBER NO. OF TOTAL TOTAL ATTRITION
CEILING TYPE RADIUS PAYLOAD OF SHIPS MAINTEN, NCE COST FUEL REPLACE.

OGE (ALL OF (TONS) REQUIRED PERSONNEL PER DAY PER DAY MENT
STANDARD TURBINE ACTION REQUIRED ($1000/DAY) (GALJDAY) SHIPS/MO.

DAY POWEREDI (N MILES)
(FT1

5000 SINGLE 25 3.2 53 558 54.8 27100 I
ROTOR, 50 3.8 64 723 100.5 45000 I

100 4.2 76 949 225.7 91400 2
ISO 3.8 123 1612 440.0 159200 2

TANDEM 25 4.3 48 533 55.5 24200 I
ROTOR, 50 4.5 59 688 100.5 42600 I

100 4.5 84 1040 225.7 92000 2
ISO 4.3 113 1493 406.5 168600 2

7500 SINGLE 25 3.3 52 558 55.5 27900 I
ROTOR 50 3.6 67 756 100.5 46700 I

100 3.7 95 1168 231.8 99600 2
150 3.6 127 1680 443.0 182900 3

TANDEM 25 4.2 48 542 56.7 26800 I
ROTOR, 50 4.4 0 705 100.5 45800 I

100 4.4 85 1082 225.7 99000 2
150 4.0 117 1567 431.0 183700 2

10000 SINGLE 25 3.3 52 573 56.1 30250 I
ROTOR, 50 3.6 67 773 '06.6 50000 I

00 3.7 96 1220 253.8 109150 2
I SO 3.6 127 1758 446.0 204200 3

TANDEM 25 4.0 49 548 S8.S 30350 I
ROTOR. so 4.3 61 720 105.3 52000 I

100 4.2 88 1120 238.0 113100 2
I50 3.8 124 1190 465.0 2 16300 2

NOTE: Based on supply requirements of an isolated infantry
division In assault of a prepared position. Total ton-
nag* required is 610 tons per day.

IX-13 FORCE REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTIMUM
SYSTEMS

flight hour charges for these additional air- quired number for the mission will be actu-

craft cannot be assumed, since only the re- ally operating at any one time.
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Chapter X

CONCLUSIONS & GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

t It is believed that the objectives set forth in tiveness but tandem types optimize at higher
Chapter I have been met in this study and that design payloads.
the interrelated effects of technical, economic 7) Optimum design payloads fall between
and operational parameters have been ex- 3.2 and 4.5 tons and vary with helicopter con-
amined and presented in sufficient detail to figuration, powerplant type and design hover

allow the quantitative appraisal and selection ceiling.
of optimum Military Helicopter Transport 8) Helicopters vith very high payloads do
Systems. The following general conclusions or not provide optimum transport systems since

recommendations can be summarized, they are penalized, due to loading time, in

ilI 1) Optimum system selection is not a func. the amount of airlift they can provide in a
tion of airlift tonnage required and may there- fixed number of available hours.
fore be based on the effectiveness of a single 9) Increases in design hover ceiling be-ll helicopter configuration possibility. yond 10000 ft., OGE, standard day, induce

2) Optimum system selection is not a func- substantial increases in cost per ton-n.mi.
tion of the details of possible airlift route which approach the ton mile costs of heli-
structure and may therefore be based on the copters having very low hovering performance.
expected average radius of action between an 10) The ideal helicopter transport system,
Army supply depot and combat element sup- which occurs for a mission radius of action
ply dumps. of 50 n. mi., indicates a total military cost per

3) Optimum system selection is a function ton-n.mi. of $1.63, for the time period 1956
El of the relative rates of change of transport to 1961.

work capacity (ton-n.mi./hr.) and total cost, 11) Tip powered transport helicopters oi
and maintenance cost has a major effect on the pressure jet and tip turbojet types show
the selectic i. promise for the future (1960 to 1970) in low-

4) Available powerplants do not appreci- ering ton-mile costs.

ably alter the design characteristics from those The quantitative information contained in
indicated for optimum systems, and have a the chapters and appendices of this report
negligible effect on changing the system effec- should provide sufficient background to allow
tiveness or cost per ton-n.mi, the overall appraisal of transport helicopters

j] 5) Geared gas turbine powered helicopters applied to Army logistic transport missions,
are indicated for all optimum systems for the and in addition, allow the proper selection of
1956 to 1961 time period, the many variables involved to provide opti-

6) Tandem and single rotor types indicate mum helicopter transport systems for the time
almost identical values for transport effec- period, 1956 to 1961. In addition, indications
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for optimum advanced types are presented as be studied and answered by suitable investi-
a guide for research and development fund. gation before production procurement of opti-
ing during the same time period, and possible mum helicopter transport systems for Army
production procurement by 1970. logistic support missions is implemented. The

The study has not attempted to evaluate gain from such investigations may be very
helicopter transport systems as the nost ef- large and their cost is small. For example,
fective Army logistic support tool nor has it this study was completed at a cost of approxi-
compared transport helicopters with other "mately 14% of the cost of a single optimum
ground or air vehicles for the logistic trans- transport helicopter.
port mission. Both of these questions should

i

A
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Appendix A

DERIVATION OF THE MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS

Derivation of the Measure of Effectiveness where

Consider the military transport mission in P - Payload per aircraft trip (tons)

terms of vehicle capability and total opera- t F  =Flight time per aircraft trip

tional cost expenditure. A pertinent criterion (hours)

from these considerations, constituting a true t - Load and unload time per aircraft

measure of transport efficiency or effective- trip (hours)

1 {ness, is:
E-- But RF-'- --

Total Military Cost per Hour Ve

Ton-Nautical Miles Transported per Hour
and tl==KIP

or E=
Ton-Nautical Miles - T R whereMilitary Dollar CUO NS Vg =- Trip block speed (knots)

where K I = Loading and unloading rate
(Hrs./ton)

T = Total tons per day required
I R = Radius of action or stage length which gives

(N.Miles)

C = Total cost per flight hour (dollars) Available tons per aircraft hour =

U0 = Daily aircraft utilization 1
(flight hours) R

Ns = Number of aircraft required K I"  -

Ns , the number of aircraft required to N is found as the quotient of the required
meet a given daily airlift requirement, T, in tons per hour, and the available tons per air-

A available hours is derived as follows: craft hour, or
Required average tons per hour - T

where A = aircraft availability =flight time + Nsm K "

loading time.
Available tons per aircraft hour - or

T/ RV
t73 COFI EA K
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Now substituting the value for N into the Inverting the effectiveness criterion to the
effectiveness equation gives more common form for transport evaluation

(cost/ton.n.mi.) and consideraing a route
PV8  A 1 structure having 0 stage lengths, individually

E D + K1 P VK PV8/R designated by j gives:

Inspection of the above equation indicates
that the term Pvs/C actually represents the C I- )
ton-miles per hour, while the remaining por- j
tion is an identity which must be satisfied as: 1 __ J=

EAeA ( (T R)j
" ~~u I + K I Pv9/7 = Rra

j=1
It may be seen that the nume- itor and de- Where

nominator of the above equatioi represents
the total daily availability; -the denominator t = total flight time required per
in terms of the daily utilization and the ratio aircraft per trip
of loading time to flight time and the numer- (Tt = total flight hours per day required
ator, directly.\P/ J to airlift T tons over jth stage

The equation insists that for a fixed aircraft length
utilization, the availability must vary with
payload or loading time, and that for a fixed When a single radius or range mission is
aircraft availability the utilization must be considered e = I
found as a function of the ratio of the loading and
time to flight time. (T.)

Since a portion of the total flight hour cost 1_ CkP/

(C) is a function of aircraft utilization, the E TR

proper utilization for each design configura-
tion was determined by the following equa- But since (R/t) = Vo = Block speed (knots)
tion:

A 1 C
u 1+ KI PV9/R T Pv

I
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H Appendix B

[ SUPPLEMENTARY AERODYNAMICS DATA

j In this appendix some of the more impor- rhp .031 V Ku
I.i tant aerodynamic aspects of generalized heli- W - /A. B

copter design analysis are discussed. This dis-
cussion leads to the development of the aero- + [54 o) 6V + 3.44 62 2 W/
dynamic required RF equation which is nec- W /o- 0jV

essary to tLe graphical solution for minimum

4 1 gross weight, as outlined in Chapter IV and + 10.45 (P/P) _YV 3 A..
treated in greater detail in Appendix E. The 100 W
parameter RF , defined as the ratio of fuel
i weight to gross weight, is aerodynamically de- where B = rotor tip loss factor, assumed as

pendent on the cruising power required by the .96 for this study
lifting rotor(s), (and tail rotor for single ro- A/A- = air density ratio, altitude to
tor types), the specified range or radius of standard sea level
action and the fuel consumption characteris- Ku = induced velocity correction fac-
tics of the particular engine type under con- tor for forward flight

sideration. Kt= profile power dissymetry correc-
The power required by a helicopter, and tion factor in forward flight

the efficiency with which the power is utilized, 6o and 6 2 = terms in blade sec-
is dependent upon forward speed, rotor disk tion profile drag coefficient ex-
loading w, bladeloading w/e (-r = the rotor pression, cd  =-6 o

+ 6 2 PCr

IIsolidity), blade section drag and lift coel- = blade section angle of attack in
ficient characteristics, rotor tip speed VT , radians
equivalent parasite drag area A Wr, of the fuse- a = blade section lift curve slope

f lage, empennage, and landing gear, air den- V = airspeed in knots
sity &, and the various losses associated with and w, w/q V,T . Aware as defined in the
gearing, tail rotor and accessory drives. With- preceding paragraph.

U in the flight regime in which stall and compres. The correction factors K. and Kp are ex-
sibility effects are nonexistent, this total pow. plained and presented in chart form in the
er required can be accurately predicted by previously referenced Transport HelicopterD any one of several established methods. The Design Analysis Methods report. The first
method used for this study is presented in a term in the above cquation is the rotor in.
separate report. The basic power required for. duced power, the second term is the rotor
mulae arising therefrom are presented as fol. Trusport Hdicopter Desin Andysis Medwds. HH Re-
lows. pcrt 473.6 30 November, 1955.
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profile power and the third term is the para-
site power.

This power required equation holds only
within the flight regime in which stall and corn- Z 0.7 -

pressibility are non-existent. The definition 0-0.6

of the boundaries of this regime constituted IoJ o - !
a major effort within the aerodynamic in- 0.6

vestigations of this study. 0.4 - -

The phenomenon of rotor retreating blade >-- 0.3

tip stall has been adequately investigated by 0
analysis and flight test, and the published re- " 02

sults indicate, for most commonly used heli- - -

copter rotor blade airfoils (such as the NACA
0012 or 0015) that stall dccurs at section 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
angles of attack in the order of 12, cor- AIRFOIL SECTION ANGLE OF ATTACK - DEGREES

responding to section lift coefficients in the
order of 1.2. These established values were B-I ASSUMED VARIATION OF BLADE AIRFOIL
considered to be adequately representative for DRAG DIVERGENCE MACH NUMBER

WITH SECTION ANGLE OF ATTACK
the purposes of this study. Rotor compressi-
bility drag rise phenomena are, on the other
hand, not so well documented, quantitatively. 'this chart incorporates airspeed, tip speed,
Various investigators have at times used the blade loading and sea level mean blade lift
limit of theoretical critical Mach number, as coefficient (C L r sl = 6 (w/er ) / P, VT2)
low as .6 or .7, for most airfoils. It has been all into one graphical picture with the oper-
demonstrated recently however, by NACA able areas at sea level and 5000 ft. altitude
tests (corroborated by high speed flight tests defined by superimposed compressibility and
of other helicopter manufacturers, and by pro- stall limits. Implicit in this chart is the as-

j peller tests) that no significant total drag rise sumption of optimum blade twist in the order
occurs below Mach numbers in the order of of 60 to 8%, to kep the advancing blade tip at
.75 or .8 at zero section angle of attack, and near-zero angle of attack at maximum speed.
that Mach numbers approaching .9 or 1.0 at For the general study it was tentatively'as-
the advancing blade tip may be tolerable. sumed that all helicopters should be capable
Lacking specific proof of the latter hypothesis, of at least 120 knots airspeed at sea level.
the drag divergence Mach number curve shown This high speed requirement was selected as
in Figure B-1 was used as a tentative limit representative of current best operational state
for the general analysis in this study. Using of the art. As may be seen from Figure B-2,
this curve, avd a stall limit of cl- 1.2 for the this requirement imposes a fixed upper tip
retreating blade tip, existing methods were speed limit of 700 ft/sec, and a lower tip
used to develop the operating limits chart speed limit which varies from 480 ft/sec at
shown in Figure B-2. the lowest C Lr shown up to 670 ft/see at
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I Tip Compressibility Drag Divergence

~Upper Limits on Tip SIped

120 Knots S.L.
1..20 Knots, 5000',
30 Knots, S.L.--1 0Knots 6900I.

IAI
" 600

00

.3 .4 .5 .6

SEA LkVEL MEAN BLADE LIFT COEFFICIENT

CLr = 6rCT/3&-2 TIP STALL AND COMPRESSIBILITY LIMITS ON TIP SPEED, FORWARD
SPEED, LIFT COEFFICIENT AND BLADE LOADING AT SELECTED
ALTITUDES

C L r .48. Although pure aerodynamic high tip speed should be selected, since the

considerations favor the highest possible C L r attendant reduction in rotor weight (due to

up to the stall limit, a small margin should centrifugal blade bending relief) and in trans-
be allowed for overload and emergency high mission weight (due to decreased torque trans-

speed operation above redline limits. For mitted) more than offsets the slight power

I these reasons C L r at sea level was fixed at .45, penalty. Thus the design point as shown on

slightly less than the maximum value of .48, Figure B-2 was located at VT = 700 ft/sec,

for ail helicopters in the general study. Rotor C L r @ sea level = .45 and a corresponding
and transmission weight analyses, which are -blade loading of 87.3 lbs/ft. At 5000 ft.
discussed in Appendix D, indicated that the cruise altitude, maximum cruise speed cor-
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responding to these assumptions was reduced dimensional relatlonships are representative
to 111 knots, due to compressibility limits, of those for current large helicopters, within

The previously mentioned speculation that -+- 5%. The dimensions for the single rotor
tip Mach numbers up to .9 or 1.0 may be tol- tip drive tail rotors were established as being
erable, provided sufficient power is available, optimum compromises between low power, low
is based upon the supposition that compressi- diameter, for long tail booms and slightly
bility drag divergence on the advancing blade higher power and higher diameter for short
tip creates no significant vibratory problem, tail booms. The analysis from which the di-
but only a rise in power required. Recogniz- mensions were determined was based on hov-
ing this possibility, a special study of cruise ering directional control specifications given
speeds up to 130 knots at 5000 ft was made. in Military Specification MIL-H-8501. Fig- I
For this special case, the stall limits at 130 ure B-3 shows the standard variations of per-
knots and 5000 ft. shown in Figure B-2 dic- cent tail rotor power with forward speed for
tated a reduction of C L r to .39, correspond. the two tail rotor types.
ing to a blade loading of 73.7 lbs/ft2 at 700 Figure D-1 in Appendix D illustrates the
ft/sec tip speed. The increased power re- assumed dimensional relationships. for the
quired due to the drag rise was, for this case, tandem rotor helicopters. The 60% overlap
estimated by a recently developed approxi- was selected on the basis of studies which in-
mate method.' dicated that gross weight decreases with in-

The tail rotor power for single main rotor creasing overlap, the primary influence being
helicopters was calculated rigorously for only the fuselage and drive shaft weight decreases,
a few representative main rotor disk loadings offsetting the small power increases due to
and altitudes and converted to a non-di-
mensional percentage of total power required. s
The basic power required equation is es- Anti-Torque Tail Rotor,

sentially the same as for the main rotor, ex- a a 6 l
cept that tail rotor thrust and hence disk load- = a 6

ing varies in accordance with the main rotor ,

torque. For the tip powered helicopters, the Z 2 - -

tail rotor is present only for directional con- 4

trol and therefore in straight and level flight at 3

its disk loading is essentially zero which -02 0 Dir*ckmaI CtrolTailRotor

means that only profile power must be sup- 2 , inPowerod ]
plied. Figure D-1 in a subsequent appendix
illustrates the dimensional relationships which z
were standardized ior all single rotor heli- 0
copters considered. For the single rotor AIRPEE - KNOT$
geared drive types, the anti-torque tail rotor

I1-) VARIATION OPF PERCB4TAB •

I Kenneth H. Amer. Eftert oi Blade Sttdling ant DrTAI D R T O P ERWT A E

rergenre an Power Required by. dfeliropter Rotor at lligh TAIL ROTOR POWER WtH AIPED

Forward Spred. Prwcadings of Ihe Elevenlh %,niial Forum,
Anwrivan llelk-optrr ociety. April. 1955.
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I aerodynamic interference effects between C 90 a r

rotors. A vertical gap of .1 times the blade I so Payload Carried-

radius was quite arbitrarily assumed for the Ext 47 Bai I

tandems (rear rotor higher than the front - 70 A= .495WI rotor). With this small gap, the rotors are c 47
essentially intermeshing, hence there was a /
certain maximum overlap, about 80%, be- -, so

[ yond which blade lag motions would be a W /

mechanical interference problem. However, 4 - ,. '
since 80% overlap is considerably higher 30

I-- Infernal Load

than the statistical average for the ma- Z 20 - A= .391W.4 2

jority of large tandem helicopters, and since
i the weight savings are small as overlap is in- 10 20 30 40 so 60 70

creased beyond 50 or 60%, the latter value GROSS WEIGHT - 1000 POUNDS

was used. In the calculation of tandem rotor
[t power required, the only difference from the RG VARIATION OF EQUIVALENT PARASITE

single rotor type calculations lies in the omis-
sion of the tail rotor, and in a somewhat higher curve shows good agreement, above 5000 lbs.
induced power. This latter effect is accounted gross weight, with drag estimates for a wide
for in the power required equation by the variety of helicopter types and sizes. It was
use of a higher induced velocity correction found that, within the required accuracy of
factor, K., the derivations and curves for this stu-,, no significant difference in para-
which are presented in the previously refer- site drag for single rotor as opposed to tandem
enced Design Analysis Methods report. rotor helicopters could be ascribed, albeit theI The assumed variations of equivalent fla fuselages for the two types differ markedly

Iplate parasite area, A , are plotted in Figure in appearance.
-4 for The total brake horsepower required perI 1. Basic helicopters with fixed landing pound gross weight was calculated from the

gear, and payload carried internally previously discussed rotor power required, by
2. Helicopters with retractable landing the following equation

-j gear, and payload carried internally Bhp.. rhp
3. Helicopters with payload carried ex- W I W

ternally, and fixed landing gear. where q is the propulsive efficiency, includingI The first curve is based on statistics', and the tail rotor power loss, where present, and the
latter two were developed by generalized gearing losses.

I analyses of landing gear drag per pound gross It should be mentioned that this power re-
weight, and drag of high density loads carried quired equation does not include a correction
externally by a cargo sling or net. The first factor for vertical drag, which has manifested
___itself as a significant airload characteristic of
'Helicopter Propulsion System Study; Thermal Research ,tub-wing helicopters and convertiplanes. This
and Engineering Corporation. Conshohocken. Ps.; Septem-
ber. lgZs factor, arising from the impingement of high

I
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rotor downwash velocity on wing, tail surfaces, required R F for each specified radius
and fuselage, was neglected on the basis that: of action was calculated as the sum

1. No helicopter in this study incorpor- of the A R F in climb, A R F in
ated stub-wings. cruise, A RF for start and warm-

2. For twin reciprocating powered ver- up and AR F for reserve fuel (10%)
sions, the design studies indicated that as follows:
the engine installation could be so de-
signed as to avoid a flat plate block- Total fuel = climb fuel + cruise fuel
ing effect of a significantly large
area. RF= A RFI+ARF 2

and 3. Fuselage cross sections were assumed
to be sufficiently rounded on top to start fuel + 10% reserve
yield a low veitical drag coefficient.

Given the power loading (a function of disk -AR F3 + O.1 RF
loading and hover ceiling orily, as discussed or
in Chapter IV), and the cruise power at a RF  1.11 (ARF1 +ARF? +ARF3
series of forward speeds up to the previously R
discussed rotor-limited speeds, the determin- where:
ation of fuel SFC and aerodynamic R F was climb fuel )
a relatively straightforward procedure, out- ARFI=2 ( h ( Vci . ( dRF
lined in sequence below: kR/C X\60 dR

1. Power setting in percent of sea level (2 equal climbing legs
normal rated power was calculated outbound and inbound. I
from the power required at each cruise fuel
speed, and the power loading ARF=2 -- -c' )RF n

2. Fuel SFC was read from the charts,
Figures C-3 and C4, in the following ( 2 equal cruise legs,

appendix. \outbound and inbound/
3. Fuel rate per pound gross weight start fuelts JdRF

per nautical mile, defined as ARF-= 2 "0 dt o
dRF/dR, was calculated from ( 2 engine starts, out-

(bound and inbound.)dR V W

where V is airspeed in knots.
4. Minimum dRF /dR and correspond- h, = cruise altitude-5000 ft.

ing cruise speed was determined ho = base altitude--4000 ft.
from curves of dR F /dR versus V. R/C = average maximum rate of climb,

5. In accordance with the standard mis- ft/min
sion flight plan discussed and illus- Vc1 = airspced for maximum rate of
trated in Chapter 5, the aerodynamic climb, knots
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(dR F- full throttle fuel rate per pound
\dR d jo gross weight per nautical mile

R = Radius of action
t dRN = cruise fuel rate per pound grossr R7 1i n weight per nautical mile, at cruise

altitude h,
I dR F-= full throttle fuel rate per pound[,d--o gross weight per hour

'' = time for one start and warmup

The application of the aerodynamic R F in
the graphical analysis to determine minimum

] gross weight is discussed in Appendix E.

11]

Ii?
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FAppendix C

SUPPLEMENTARY POWERPLANT DATA

Ii 1,2 L
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Appendix D

SUPPLEMENTARY WEIGHT DATA

1. Introduction thereafter based upon these standard di-
The objective of the weight analysis was mensions, which are shown in Figure D-1 for

primarily to determine the trends of empty the three main configurations. For single rotor
weight with the major design parameters of shaft powc.ed helicopters, the dimensions are
disk loading, tip speed, hover ceiling, fuselage typical of current design practice, and the
length and rotor overlap (in the case of tandem overall body length of 1.64 x rotor radius is
helicopters). Having the pertinent empty the statistical average shown by the Thermal
weight trends, the next step was to btain the Research and Engr. Corp. report2.
allowable fuel weight for a given design pay-
load requirement and to combine the allow-
able fuel weight function with the required single Rotor

fuel weight function to obtain the simultaneous Shaft Powered

1 solution of aerodynamic and weight equations

described in Appendix E.
The purpose of this appendix is to outline

the methods and assumptions used to obtain L4

empty weight and fuel weight as functions 1. N

of the design parameters. The methods are Tandem Rotor __4_

applicable to transport helicopters only, andhfPoed, ., VE,,ICL .S,
ShaftPowered

a more general treatment of helicopter weight L:

data and analysis is presented in the report- ----fl Design Analysis Methods'. General comments
on the validity of the statistical data used here-
in and the probable accuracy of the results are
contained in the report mentioned above and Single Rotor

in Chapter IV of this report. Ti Powerd - "s a

2. Approach to the Problem
The first step in the analysis was to assign a

fixed valne to each major helicopter dimension
that would influence the weight analysis. Both

L! the aerodynamic and weight analyses were

I H.H. Report 473.6; Transport Helicopter Design Analysis D-I GENERALIZED DIMENSIONS FOR VARIOUS
Metods, 30 Novber 1955. DESIGN CONFIGURATIONS
2Helicopter Propt'sion Systems Study; USAF Contract
33(038.22185-; The:m1a Remearch and Engineering Corp.;
September, 1952.
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Since the overall fuselage length did not di- quate main rotur-tail rotor clearance, gound
rectly enter into the aerodynamic analysis, no clearance, tail rotor radius and power require-
attempt was made to optimize the dimension ments. From these considerations, tail rotor
other than to ensure that decreasing rotor radius was fixed at .12 x main rotor radius.
radius would not limit the allowable fuselage The resulting tail rotor power required is
cargo space. The method used to accomplish given in the aerodynamic analysis, Appendix
this is treated in more detail in part 3 of this B.
Appendix. The second step of the analysis was to

Tandem rotor fuselage length, being a func- formulate an equation which would express
tion of rotor overlap, was the subject of a helicopter empty weight in terms of the design
separate analysis, in an attempt to determine parameters. The Thermal Research report

an optimum. It was found that for any given presented a source of statistical data for heli-
design payload and radius of action, the re- copter component weights and analytical ex- -

sulting design gross weight decreased with in- pressions for the weight relationships. For a
creasing overlap. Increasing overlap de- given rotor configuration, power plant type,
creases body length and hence body weight and number of installed engines, it was pos.
(statistically), while at the same time increas. sible therefore to write an analytical expres-
ing the rotor diameter and hence weight for a sion for the helicopter empty weight in terms
given effective disk loading. These opposite of disk loading (w), tip speed (V T ), gross
effects combined to yield lower empty weight weight(W), and take-off power loading (l).
for higher values of overlap, i.e., the rate of By the analysis discussed in Chapter IV, it was
decrease of body weight with overlap was in concluded that higher tip speeds would result
all cases greater than the rate of increase in in higher rotor rpm and hence lower trans-
rotor weight. Thus the value of body length mission torque for a given power loading.
(shaft to shaft) and rotor overlap were estab- Aerodynamic consideration of advancing
lished by the criterion of maximum cargo di- blade drag divergence limited the tip speed to

mensions as the lower limit. The body over- 700 ft/sec which was theiefre selected for all
hang beyond the rotor masts and the vertical configurations in the study. T7he final empty
displacement of the rotors were assigned val- weight equation therefore ri','iod to a func-
ues consistent with current design practice. tion of gross weight, disk loading, and take-

For the single rotor tip powered configur- off power loading (defined for the study as
ations, the body length was fixed at 1.0 x rotor gross weight divided by the take-off engine
radius in accordance with cargo dimensional horsepower).
requirements. Tail rotor radius was de- 3. Major Component Weights

terrined by the criterion set forth in MIL- Rotor group weight trends from the statis-
H-8501' which specifies a minimum yaw re- tical data were based on two primary types:
quirement. The following three factors in- rotors having three articulated blades and
volved in tail rotor design were therefore made rotors with two rigidly interconnected (teeter-
consistent with the specified requirement: ade- ing) blades. The blade weight and hub and

I MIL-H--M801 Requirements for Helicopter Flying Quali- hinge weight fh, these two types, when com-
ties; S Novemnber 1952. bined, showed a small weight advantage for

C FE Ii
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the articulated rotor blade system, hence this and disk loading. It followed that increasing
Ssystem was used as a basis for rotor weights 6d'sk loadings decreased fuselage weight. After

for all shaft driven helicopters in the study. preliminary analysis of the single rotor heli-
Rotor group weights for tip powered heli- copters, it was found necessary to revise the

copters were essentially based on two bladed weight expression to show less effect of vari-
rotors from the statistical data. ation in disk loading on body weight. Spe-

The rotor group weight expressions in gen- cifically, as disk loading increased, body
I eral were functions of disk loading, tip speed length was found to decrease to the point where

and gross weight, however, no significant cor- a fixed cargo compartment length was a much
relation was found with solidity. Recent larger percentage of overall length than cor-
analysis' has indicated a variation of blade responding single rotor machines represented
weight with solidity such that blade weight was by the statistical data. Since the cargo com-
proportional to the square root of solidity. partment or pod is structurally heavier per

II In this study, since blade loading (w/o-) was unit length than tail boom, and since decreas-
fixed and disk loading a variable, solidity ing body length for a given payload merely
(dr) varied in the extreme from .023 to .115. results in reducing tail boom length, the body
A possible error of approximately 2% in weight expression was revised as shown by the
gross weight has been incurred by neglecting comparison in Figure D-2 to obtain a lower
the variation of rotor weight with solidity, slope with disk loading. The statistical data[ based on the assumption that the statistical were assumed to be representative of heli-
data represents helicopters with a mean so- copters with disk loadings of four, hence the
lidity i,. .045. intersection of the two curves at that point.

The tail rotor weight expression was para. Power plant weight, primarily engine weight,
metrically similar to the main rotor weight also included the weight of items which would
function. Tail rotor tip speed was also taken I I I

- as 700 ft/sec., and tail rotor disk loading for .16 Body Weight to Gross Weight
.16 Ratio (Statistical Data)shaft drive helicopters was determined by the 9 o

thrust required to balance engine torque at .15
tJ ~engine take-off power. As noted in part 2 of .l \ .]

this Appendix, tail rotor thrust and design disk iywagit Ratio (a,,.evsd)
foti .13 - I - I -

loading for tip powered helicopters were de.
termined frome emaneuvering requirements o .12 -

of MIL-H-8501. .
Fuselage weight, from the statistical data, 0

was found to be a function of helicopter gross .10 - - -

weight and overall fuselage length. From therelationships shown in Figure D-1, the weight 0o 2 4 6 8 10 12

may also be expressed it terms of gross weight DESIGN! DISK LOADING (PSF)
0-2 BODY WEIGHT TO GROSS WEIGHT RATIO

I Applicetion of Statistical Weight Analysis Methods to VS. DESIGN DISK LOADING
- Heikopter Prdiminwy Deign; George IL Hohmeier; pre-

sented it the SAWE Coference May 1955. * Single rotor shaft drive helicopters
1) 10,000 lb. gross weight
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normally be a function of the installed engine data on the basic turbine and compressor
power and therefore a function of engine units, were based on an analysis of projected
weight. Engine accessories and controls, cool- capabilities of this power plant type. This
ing and lubrication systems, oil, oil tanks, analysis is appended to the referenced De-
starting systems, and fuel and oil systems are sign Analysis Methods report. The analysis
included in this group since their weights are assumed an average power plant weight of
all functions of installed power. 0.5 lbs/shaft HP for the geared turbine and

The basic weight equation for each of the secondary compressor units. Tip burner
four shaft drive configurations were written weights and additional ducting were assumed
to allow for from one to four installed en- to be included in the rotor weight for these
gines. A single engine installation however, 1.

4 was obviously the most efficient weightwise,
since for any given total installed power the 1 .4

individual engine power varied inversely with R.. LRocP°°ng-X 1.2 -- rqnsi

the number of engines; and as Figure D-3 -

shows, the specific weight (lb/HP) increases 1 ,.0
Q)

at low power ratings. Therefore, the primary u. .8
results of the study were based on helicopters N Geared Turbine

.6 -Egewith twin engine installations as a compro- .J "
z

mise between weight and cost penalties on the .4 r-- -

one hand incurred by multiple engines, and
by increased flight reliability on the other. 3000

Ramjet engine weights were based partially TAKE OF SHAFT HP (RECIPI OR EQUIVALENT

on the data of the Thermal Research report SHAFT HP (TURBINE)

with some modifications derived from studies
conducted at Hiller". These studies were based D-3 POWERPLANT SPECIFIC WEIGHT VS. RATED HP.

upon strength-weight analyses which consid- comparatively low weight items.
ered the detailed effects of centrifugal "g" Transmissions and drives weights for each
field, engine diameter and temperature on A&omponent were obtained from the statistical
engine weight. Combination of these data re- data as a function of the maximum torque
sulted in a specific weight (lb/lb of thrust) transmitted.
somewhat more conservative than the statistical For single rotor helicopters, the transmis-
data. Considering however, the percentage of sions and drives were assumed to consist of
empty weight which these engines comprise, rotor mast, main and tail rotor transmissions,
it was felt that negligible error was incurred and tail rotor drive shaft. From the aerody-
by these conservative specific weights. Tip namic analyses the installed pciwer was ob.
turbojet engine weights have been discussed tained for any given hover ceiling and disk
previously in Chapter IV, Part C. Pressure loading. Thus it was possible to express the
jet power plants, for lack of statistical weight torque and hence weight of each component in

terms of the power loading, tip speed, disk
?I HH. Report 250.7; Stdy--Optimum Ramjet Engine loading and gross weight.reigt; October 1951.
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For all configurations included in the study, an 11% increase in intermediate gear box
the transmissions and drives were "designed," weights for tandem rotor helicopters.
weightwise, to carry the torque corresponding For the tip powered helicopters, transmis-
to engine take-off power. Since hover ceilings sion and drives weight was found to be con-
considered in the study matrix resulted in siderably smaller since the power transmitted
helicopters with extremely high rates of climb, by the main transmission served only to drive
i.e., considerable excess power was available the tail rotor and accessories. "Design" torque
at sea level, it would be possible to "derate" for these items was therefore determined pri-
the engine at sea level. This would result in marily by tail rotor power requirements. Rotor
lower des'gn torque for transmissions and mast weight was conservatively assumed to be
drives and would have resulted in some de- the same as the mast weight for a shaft pow-
crease in empty weights. By this procedure, ered helicopter of equivalent power loading
adequate sea level rates of climb would be and disk loading.
assured while obtaining the weight advantage Normal definition of fixed equipment weight
of lower "design" torque loadings on the trans- includes flight controls, hydraulic and elec-
missions and drives. trical systems, instruments, personnel and

Tandem rotor helicopter transmissions and crew accommodations, heating and air condi-
drives were assumed to consist of two rotor tioning and emergency provisions. From the
masts, two main transmissions, a rotor inter- statistical data these individual weight items
connect .haft, and an intermediate gear box. were analytically expressed as functions of
Main transmissions were assumed to be plane- gross weight. Two additional weight items,

[I tary reduction units and both main transmis- landing gear, and stabilizer, were also ana-
sions and rotor masts were "designed" to carry lytical functions of gross weight, hence the
60% of the torque developed at take-off en- total "fixed equipment" group consisted of
gine power. stabilizer, landing gear and fixed equipment

For the shaft powered helicopters consid- (in the normal sense) weights. The available
ered in the study, the effect of multi-engine in- data showed weight trends for each item in the
stallations was to increase the weight of trans- fixed equipment category, however it was felt
missions and drives components. The avail- that since the helicopters represented by the
able statistical weight data did not include statistical data were designed for many varied
sufficient detail to evaluate this increase, and missions and therefore had varied types of
the weight increase of multi-engine installa- equipment, a better correlation of the data
tions of transmissions and drives was handled could be obtained. With the cooperation of
in the following manner. The group weight the Thermal Research and Engineering Corp.,
was increased by the weight of additional en- the original data was retabulated and the total
gine-transmission shafting required; and trans- fixed equipment weight for each of the heli-
mission weight, due to the additional bearings copters comprising the data was plotted vs.
and gear sets required, was increased by the the design gross weight. As anticipated, the
ratio shown in a recent transmission study'. I The Price of Helicopter Transmission Service Life; R. M.

This resulted in a 16% increase in main trans- Carison and F. D. Schnebly; presented at the Army Trans-portation Corps Conference and Symposium on Spare and

mission weight for single rotor helicopters and Replacement Panrs; May, 1954.
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new correlation showed a trend of lower slope In ratio form, dividing by gross weight:
than that previously found. An additional, but
equally important aspect of the new correla-
tion was that there appeared to be no signifi- RFT + RF = 1 - Rp - Rc --
cant difference between single and tandem
rotor fixed equipment weights. This revised where the symbol (D has been designated as
trend was therefore used throughout the study. the ratio of empty weight less fuel tank weight

The one item omitted from the final trend of to gross weight. Fuel tank weight was omitted
fixed equipment weights was communications from empty weight since the weight equation
equipment. The following units were consid- is not a function of design radius of action.

ered to be requisite for the transport mission Therefore the tank weight ratio was linked
and the corresponding total weight was in- directly to RF by assuming a tank weight of
cluded for each configuration: 0.5 lb per gallon of fuel. The final weight

VHF Command Set ARC-3 94.0 lbs. equation became:
Auto. Radio Compass ARC-7 84.0 R F  = K (I - Rp - Rc -
Identification Equipment (IFF) 53.0
Interphone 31.0 where K = the ratio of fuel weight to fuel
Marker Beacon Equipment 11.0 plus tank weight: 6.0/6.5 = .923

for purposes of this study.
Total Communications Equipment 273.0 lbs. The values of $) were calculated for the

matrix of design disk loading, hover ceiling,4. Payload Weight Equation
Derivation of the weight equation. As has rotor and power plant configurations. These

been discussed in Chapter IV and in Appendix values are shown in Figures D-5 through D-25
E, the final objective of the weight analysis was plotted against gross weight.

to express the allowable fuel weight as a func- Figure D-4 shows graphically the effect of

tion of gross weight, design disk loading and various factors in the weight-payload equation
design hover ceiling. Based on the analytical for a single typical payload. The vertical

expressions for the items of empty weight it scale indicates the cumulative percentage of
was possible to write the allowable fuel weight item weight ratios, thus the manner of varia-

as a function of the design parameters, thus: tion of the primary weight factors can be
readily visualized. The empty weight curve

WF + WF W Wp - Wc -WE is a typical variation of the term ) It may
be seen that the ratio of payload and crew

where WF = fuel tank weight weight decreases hyperbolically with gross
WF fuel weight weight since they are fixed weight items. The
W = gross weight remaining available weight ratio must be di-
Wp payload vided between fuel and fuel tank weight ratios
WC = crew weight, assumed to be such that at the point of zero R F (zero radius

600 lbs. of action), fuel tank ratio is zero. This ratio
WE =empty weight less fuel tank then increases with increasing allowable fuel

weight weight ratio. After deduction of tank weight
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ratio the incremental ratio remaining, R F' weight with increasing design hover ceiling
may be equated to the required aerodynamic than did the geared gas turbine powered ma-
fuel weight ratio resulting in compatible solu- chines; whereas the tip powered helicopters
tions to both payload and range criteria, suffered negligible empty weight increase with

a comparable increase in design hover ceiling.
The effect of disk loading on the empty

% Allowable Fuel Weight weight ratios is again dependent on the type of
rotor and powerplant configurations. Recipro-

so ucating powered machines of low gross weight
showed increasing empty weight ratios with

I! increasing disk loading, whereas at higher
)r 0gross weight, the reverse obtained, where in-60 creasing disk loading caused decreasing empty

( weight ratio. Physically these phenomena
0~o 40 were caused by the relative importance of

powerplant weight on the one hand and rotor
It Oand body weight on the other, since increasing

20 disk loading has the effect of increasing in.
stalled power and, opposing this, decreasing
rotors and body weight. At low gross weights

0 I1 20 30 4 50 6 the rotors and body group weights are rela-

DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT-100 LBS. tively small compared to powerplant weights,

D.4 VARIATION OF EMPTY AND USEFUL LOAD therefore the predominant factor in the trend
WEIGHTS WITH GROSS WEIGHT to low empty weight at low disk loadings fol-Ilows the trend of powerplant weight with disk

Variation of Empty Weight less Fuel Tank loading. At higher gross weights however,
Weight Ratio with Gross Weight. The curves rotor and body weights become predominantH shown in this section formed the basis for the and the variation of empty weight follows this
RF analysis of all configurations included in trend, i.e., lower empty weight with higher
the study. The characteristic shapes of the disk loadings.11 trends for each configuration are the result of For geared gas turbine or tip powered heli-
the interrelationships of many factors, copters the trend was in the direction of de-I In general, the effect of increasing hover creasing empty weights with increasing disk
ceiling for a given configuration, increased the loading for all gross weights. This trend was
empty weight ratio by virtue of the increased attributed to the relatively low weight of
powerplant and mechanical drives weight. geared turbine and tip powerplant types and
Where this weight formed a larger percentage the relatively high weight of rotor and body
of empty weight, increasing hover ceiling groups.
caused a larger increase in empty weight. It will also be noted that the slope of the
Thus, reciprocating engine powered heli- empty weight curves for tandem rotor heli-
copters suffered greater increase in empty copters is lower than that for the single rotor
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machines for any given disk loading and the lower rate of weight increase at the lower
powerplant type. This effect is due to the ex- radius for rotors and lower "design" torque
ponential increase of transmissions and rotor for transmissions. For this reason, plus the
weight with gross weight. Although tandem fact that tandem helicopters are more efficient
helicopters require duplicate transmissions in hover, requiring lower installed power for
and rotors, the rate of increase in total weight a given hover ceiling, the level of tandem
of these items for the same gross weight and empty weight ratios were found to be slightly
disk loading is in favor of the tandem due to lower than the single rotor helicopters.
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Single rotor helicopters Single mtor helicopters

ITwin reciprocating engines Twin geared turbines
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- Tandem frotor helicopters -Tandem rotor helicopters

- Twin reciprocating engines -Twin geared turbines

10 Disk Loading (PSF) DI~~ iskc Loading (PSFI__

D- DIl Design Hover Ceiling = 000 Ft.
z .80 -- !. .66 -------1

SDesign Hover Cesiling =5000 Ft.

(070

0 cs 
LID)

0 0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 7030 90 100 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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Single rotor helicopters Single rotor helicopters
- Tip mounted ramjet engines Tip mounted turbojet engines

7 D-IILLI i2~
Benign Hover Ceiling 5000 Ft. Design Hover Ceiling =5000 Ft.

r Z .70------------------------ Z .02

~uI

Disk Loading PSIeDisk Loading IPSF).40 40Ii0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 S0 90 100 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 10 80 90 1O0
GROSS WEIGHT-1000 LBS. $ROSS WEIGHT-1000 LBS.

D le D- 2
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--4
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*Single rotor helicopters
*Pressure jet pa~erplant

6-23
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Appendix E

DESIGN PARAMETER SELECTION TECHNIQUE

The design parameter selection technique is trend is due entirelv to the inherent "square.
essentially a graphical solution method for en- cube" (area-volume) law by which larger ma-
forcing compatibility between aerodynamic chines become progressively "cleaner" aero-
and weight characteristics through the common dynamically, as manifested by the formulae
link formed by the RF ratio, defined as the for equivalent parasite drag area presented in
ratio of fuel weight to gross weight. In effect, Appendix B.
this graphical technique sets the aerodynamic The weight curves of RF versus gross weight

i required RF equal to the weight available exhibit a marked concavity and tendency to
RF, for each unique combination of disk load- maximize RF at some point. This trend is
ing, hover ceiling radius of action, and pay- primarily a manifestation of increasing per-
load. The formulae and built-in assumptions centage weight of the rotor system and trans-
for the calculation of aerodynamic and weight mission and drives system for a given disk
RF ~ have been outlined in Appendices B, C, loading (or hover ceiling), as the size of the
an4T D. As shown, the aerodynamic required machine increases. This phenomenon is of
R F is a function, within the assumptions made course quantitatively dependent upon the

! ii herein, of disk loading, power loading, gross "state-of-the-art."

weight and design radius-of-action, and is in- A "Available"

dependent of payload. Conversely, the weight R efo r R Curves foraailable RF is a function of disk loading, R zt F Curves for R Fu 0

SO N. t. Radius of 3 Ton Payload

power loading, gross weight and payload, and SR 2. Action

is independent of radius of action. Futher- _i 4

more, since power loading is directly related 0 4

to and determined by the hover ceiling for a ' Disk Loading

given disk loading, the power loading and

hover ceiling are in effect interchangeable 
LocusCurv

when speaking of the common functional in- O _Bsk Lui,,tdln. risWt.

gredients affecting the aerodynamic and weight o.=2so .

RF equations. I L=L
The first step in the graphical solution I 0 IS 20 25 30 35 40

method is to plot the aerodynamic and weight GROSS WEIGHT - 1000 POwio

RF curves versus gross weight, for each of an
orgaizedfamly o Fiure -1 -i EXAMPL GRAPHICAL SOLUTION FOR

organized family of parameters. Figure E-1 SINGLE-ROTOR GEARED GAS TURBINE

is an example of this type of graph. The aero- HEUCOPTER DESIGN HOVER CEIuNG SOOO,

L dynamic curves of R F are nearly flat, de- DESIGN RADIUS OF ACTION ISO N.MILES.

creasing with increasing gross weight. This DESIGN PAYLOAD 3 TONS
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The unique intersection of each pair of continuous solution locus curve, which indi-
curves effectively equates the required and cates a minimum gross weight at some par-
available RF for a given hover ceiling, radius- ticular disk loading and RF. It is from these
of-action, payload, and disk loading, and lo- locus curves that the design parameters have
cates the corresponding gross weight and R F. been established for all helicopters analyzed

As shown in Figure E-1, the intersections in this study.
for each disk loading -are connected by one

I 
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DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS CHARTS
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Appendix G

j HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE COST TRENDS

The maintenance cost data used in the evalu- 5000 hour curve is corrected for the lower ma-
ation of helicopter transport systems were terial costs attendant with greater component
based on available commercial operators' cost life. The maintenance costs used in the evalu-

3 statistics. The flight hour cost trends with com- ations of this study were based on the 5000
ponent group weight were found to be linear hour curve.
and are shown in Figures G-1 through G-7.

The maintenance cost charts for engines and
transmissions and drives systems include the
trends of flight hour maintenance cost vs. com-
ponent group weight for various percentages 300
of normal rated power required in cruise op- 0 Extrapolated Presently Available Data

eration. The selection of the percent normal LIndependent of Power Loading
p 250 -Average Component Life- 2000 Hrs.-

rated power for a particular design was based I_
on charts of the type shown in Figure G-8. _ _zo /
This chart covers single rotor types only, and 200

is a general nomogram permitting the deter-
mination of percent NRP, for any combination I SO
of cruise speed, disk loading, equivalent para- e-
site flat plate area per pound gross weight -ec

(AIr /W), and power loading. It may be ;o
noted that increasing either the drag area per - Average Component Life

pound (A,/ /W) or the disk loading results in s ___= 5000 Hrs.
higher percent NRP in cruise at a given speed /
for a fixed power loading, and also, that lower
power loadings reduce the percent NRP for a 0 2 4 6 8 10

given A , /W, disk loading, and cruise speed.
Usually, the determination of cruise speed is WR - ROTOR SYSTM WEIGHT -- 000 LBS.

based on maximum miles per pound of fuel, 6-1 ROTOR SYSTEMS TOTAL MAINTENANCE
COST

but the maximum speed limited by rotor com-gpressibility and/or tip stall cannot be exceed-
ed.

Figure G-1, for rotor systems, indicates theg cost trends for both a 2000 hour and 5000
hour averagc rotor group fatigue life. The
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Appendix H

PRICE INDEX CORRECTION

In the available data for the operational manufacture' for the time period 1946 to
cost components, the dollar figures represent- 1954. The linear trend as shown in Figure
ed various economic levels depending on the H-i was found and was extrapolated to the

1 year from which the statistical data was taken, midpoint of the study. This allowed the ad-
In order to bring all costs to an equivalent lev- justment of any cost data to mid-1958 by mere-
el, a price index correction factor was em- ly dividing the collected cost figures by the

ployed. This factor was determined by exam- value of (1/Kpi) for the time period which
ining the average hourly earnings of workers L q cost data represented.
in the industries of aircraft and automotive 1Surveo Current Busness.

1 1.00 -f
-I' ~ ~~90 - - __

I1 0

.60

1950 1952 1954 1956 1958 1960 1

H-I PRICE INDEX CORRECTION

1C I T
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Appendix I

SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS

DESIGN PAYLOAD VS DESIGN RADIUS FOR VALUES
OF l/E-COST/TON N.MI.

- Single rotor helicopter * Single rotor helicopter
- Twin geared turbines * Twin reciprocating engines

7500 Design Hover Ceiling, OGE. Std. Al0t.sg oerCiinOE

_________$/Ton n.rni.

%nnmi. 1.70 2.00 1___2.50 3.004.0 .5

4

00
3 3

Z z

'U 
0

00 25 50 75 100 125 150 0 25 50 75 100 I!25 I50

DESIGN RADIUS (N.M.) DESIGN RADIUS KN.MI.)

1-I 1-3

1000' esin HverCe~inOGSt. At.10000 Design Hover Ceilini, OGE, Std. Alt.
I- - -z---- 1 - - 0 a 0$ /Ton n.mi. S/Ton n.mi. 0 0! R0

z 2.00 ___2.50 _ z 5 U s. ~o
- - 0 4.30

-(IE) min 4

3 03

- 2

in I -.o Lu

3.00 0-
0 2S 50 7S 100 125 150 2 0 7 0 2 5

DESIGN RADIUS (N.M.) DESIGN RADIUS (N.M.)
1-2 1.4
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DESIGN PAYLOAD VS DESIGN RADIUS FOR VALUES
OF l/E-COST/TON N.MI.

- Tandem rotor helicopter -Tandem rotor helicopters
Twin reciprocating engines *Twin geared turbines

7500' Design Hover Ceiling. OGE, Std. Alt. 7500' Design Hover Ceiling, OGE, Std. Al.!

"5 ~ 1~~mI $/Ton n.m'i.
O 3.50 4.00 4.50 'n(lIE) min 2.00 1__2.50

2 1.61

. 05.00 >_ 3.-

(D 6.00 z
01

w 3.50
0, 0

0 25 *50 75 100 125 150 0 25 50 75 100 125 150

DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.) DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.)

1-51-

10000' Design Hover Ceiling, OGE, Std. Alt. 1000 Deigi Hover Ceilinfq, OGEStd. Alt.

!/To n.mi. $ /Ton n.mi.

z 4.00. 4.50 5.00 z W lE) min 12.00 2.50 1_
/To 0I i - -4

<- 3..74

055

60 0

3.00 3.50

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 0 25 s0 75 100 125 150

DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.) DESIGN RADIUS I.I.)I

1-6 1.8
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II DESIGN PAYLOAD VS DESIGN RADIUS FOR VALUES

OF l/E-COST/TON N.MI.

I Single rotor helicopter * Single rotor helicopter

- Tip mounted turbojet engines Pressure jet powerplant

I I I I l l I I

7500 Design Hover Ceiling. OGE,Std. Al. 7500' Design Hover Ceiling, OGE,Std. Al.

" ; S/T--n-Ha-.
/Ton n.mi. in S/Ton n.mi.

- 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 ZI 51.50o (If E) min 1.73

- -2_- - i .2 - J il.

- -- l i l < "-'- - ! -
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DESIGN PAYLOAD VS DESK.ON KAUIUb -WK VALU~b
OF IE-COST/TON N.K41.

*Single rotor helicopter
-Tip mounted remlet engines

7500' Design Hover Ceiling, OGE, Std. Alf. 10000, Design Hover Ceiling, OGE,Std. Alt.

4.0$/Ton n.mi. /o i
4.5 5.060 0 _ 4.00 4.50

0 2 3.50

4- ~ .4

I (E/E min

0 (D 10E m 5i0n2

DESIGN RADIUS (N.ML) DESIGN RADIUS (N.MI.)
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